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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxywar initiatedby Pakistanonour homeland.

KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.

We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced onmultiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research andhighlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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Rakesh Pandita, a municipal councillor of
Pulwama�s Tral was was killed in firing by three
terrorists on 02 June 2021. Terrorists fired at Rakesh
Pandita and his friend�s daughter, Asifa Mushtaq.
Rakesh Pandita succumbed to injuries where as Asifa
is seriously wounded. A fearless nationalist who
would work for his people, he was elected unopposed
t o t h e mun i c i p a l c o u n c i l i n Tr a l i n
Oct 2018.

He was staying at Srinagar goverenment
accomodation under police security due to a terrorist
threat. Pandita left his security officials behind while
going to Tral which was his home
town. BJP leader Pandita�s
neighbours called him a �jolly�
person who was ever ready to
help people in need. People
known to pandita described him
�, he would take care of us as well.
He was our pillar,�. Pandit was a
sole bread winner for his family,
he is survived by his mother, his
wife, Aparna, and his son, Paras, a
17 year old class XII student. He

also has a brother who is disabled. Paras his 17 year
old son said �I have just cremated my own father,� as
he tried to hold back his tears. �I would never
understand why the terrorists killed my father, an
innocent man who was working for the welfare of the
entire society and betterment of the entire area
irrespective of caste or religion.."

Paras said a dark future stares at him and he had
no idea how he can manage to look after his
family.�The terrorists might be thinking that they
killed just one man, but in reality, they have killed our
entire family, they have killed the dreams of our

family. My father always wanted
me to study well and do good in
life, but now the responsibility of
the family has come on me and I
don�t know how I would be able to
sustain them� Paras said. The
incident has shattered the family
comprising of an old mother ,
young wife, a teenaged son and a
differently abled brother and
scarred the family forever.

A son who came to his hometown Tral in Kashmir,a fortnight after his

father died in Jammu, his family never saw him after that

Brutal killing of Rakesh
Pandita, a muncipal councillor
is an attempt by militants to
eliminate the alternative

leadership and instill fear in
the mind of locals who want
progress and development in

the Valley.

COUNCILLOR LOSES HIS LIFE

TO TERRORISTS BULLETS
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Terrorists fired upon a joint
party of CRPF and police in
Arampora area (near main
chowk) in Sopore town of
Baramulla district in Jammu and
Kashmir on Saturday 12 Jun
2021.

Two policemen and three
civilians were killed and atleast
three others injured when
terrorists opened fire targeting
security forces in Sopore town of
Baramulla district.

The two policemen who lost
their lives were identified as Const Waseem Ahmed
Bhat from Narbal Srinagar and Showkat Ahmed
Parray from Goripura Budgam, two more policemen
SI Mukesh Kumar and SPO Danish were critically
injured. Three civilians Basheer Ahmed Khan,
Showkat Ahmed Shalla and Nayeem Ahmed Khan

also lost their lives in the incident.
While terrorists claim they are

f i g h t i n g f o r K a s h m i r i
independence and to defend
Muslim Kashmiris, in reality the
terrorists have committed
widespread and numerous
human rights abuses and
creating among the civilian
population a pervasive climate of
fear, distrust and sadness.

The incident affects the
morale and created fear in the
minds of local population, injured

civilians and functioning in terms of job/life was
disrupted causing not just physical trauma but also
economic strain andmental trauma.

The killings, apart from being barbaric and
inhuman, are also condemnable for being against the
spirit of 'Kashmiriyat'.

ANOTHER SENSELESS ACT OF RANDOM VIOLENCE IN KASHMIR

Three Civilians, Two Policemen Killed and

Seven others injured after terrorists

attacked on Police Party in Sopore.

Such cowardly attacks by the
terrorists on policemen who are
working towards protecting

lives and livelihood of common
citizens is a desperate attempt

by the terrorists groups to
terrorise the local Kashmiri and
disturb the general well being

of Society.
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Umar Nazir Ahmad Bhat a 25 year old youth who
was trying tomake a life and living running hismobile
shop was shot in Habba Kadal area of Srinagar. Umar
Nazir Bhat was standing outside his mobile
accessories shop in the congested Habba Kadal
market in the evening when terrorists opened fire
uponhim froma close range.

Unidentified gunmen entered Umar Nazir�s shop
in Haba kadal on 23 Jun 21 and
opened fire on him from point
blank range. In this attack he
received bullets in chest and was
shifted to SMHSHospital where he
was declared brought dead by the
doctors.

The trend of terrorist groups

targetting innocent civilians, including women and
children, has increased.Such acts are gross
violations of Human rights of civilians who have
become targets of the bullets of terrorists.

The agenda of the terrorists is to discourage the
local population from leading a normal life and to
create fear amongst themasses and not let normalcy
set in daily lives, besides scarring a family forever .

The killing is not just of an
individual but also the murder of
the dreams and hopes of the
family who lost its child, a son, a
brother, a husband and a father.

�These senseless acts of
violence have brought only
misery to J&K,�

Terrorists are desperate to
silence any voice raised against
their agenda and instill fear in
the minds of self respecting
youth who want to earn their

livelihood.

KILLINGS OF INNOCENT CIVILIANS BY TERRORISTS CONTINUES

A young

mobile

shop owner

shot dead

by terrorists

in Srinagar

(A)Date of Incident-23 Jun 2021. (B)Location- Kailashpora, Habba Kadal Srinagar.
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Terrorists on Sunday,
06 Jun 2021 lobbed a
grenade on a vehicle of
the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) at
the main bus stand in
Tral chowk in Pulwama
district. There was no
immediate loss of life reported. all CRPF jawans were
said to be safe. However, seven civilians were believed
to be injured. An official of police control room
Awantipora said that terrorists lobbed a grenade
towards a naka party of police and CRPF which
missed the target but injured
civilians. One of the injured,
Farooq Reshi (55) of Tral Payeen
was referred to Srinagar hospital
as he has suffered serious
abdominal injury. The other
injured are Mohammad Amad-
Ud-Din of Satoora, Haseena
Begum of Darganiegund,
Jalaluddin Bhat of Khrew in

Pampore, Ilyas Ahmed
Bhat of Reshpora Tral,
Khalifa of Chankitar and
Bashir Ahmad Hajam of
Tral Payeen. The grenade
attack in the crowded
market place of Tral
Chowk is a desperate

attempt by the terrorists to instill fear, disrupt social
function, disturb the general well-being of societies
and also emotionally affect the families forever
through acts of violence. This is high time that we
realise the desperation of the terrorists from Pak

supported terror groups Carrying
out grenade attack in crowded
market areas shows that these
terror outf i ts have total ly
disregarded the safety of
commonKashmiri civilian and do
not want normalcy to be back in
Kashmir.

The Grenade attack by the
terrorists in the crowded market
area is an attempt to instill fear,
disturb social functioning and
emotionally affect the local
Kashmiri through acts of

violence.

GRENADE ATTACK IN TRAL PULWAMA

Seven Civilians injured as terrorists hurl grenade at Police at
Main Bus Stand Tral, Pulwama

Seven Civilians injured as terrorists hurl grenade at Police at
Main Bus Stand Tral, Pulwama



Unknown gunmen on
17 June 2021, Thursday
evening shot dead a
policeman in Eidgah
area of Srinagar. The
policeman Javed Ahmad
Kambay was outside his house in Saidapora locality
of Eidgah on Thursday evening when unidentified
terrorists appeared and fired at him. In the surprise
terrorist attack the cop was critically injured and
moved to the nearby S K Institute of Medical Science
at Soura for treatment. He was declared dead on
arrival. The attack came a day after a local Lashkae-e-
Toiba (LeT) terrorist was killed in a gunfight with state
forces inNowgamarea of Srinagar outskirts.

Mainstream political parties in Jammu and
Kashmir condemned the killing of a policeman, who
was shot dead by terrorists while he was off duty here
on Thursday. National Conference (NC) Vice-
President Omar Abdullah wrote on Twitter �Another
terrorist attack & another family is mourning. May
Javeed Ahmedmore family destroyed. This unending
cycle of violence has consumed us all. My deepest
condolences to his family& loved ones�.

P e o p l e � s C o n f e r e n c e
chairman Sajad Lone wrote in his
tweet �Every killing in the valley
leaves more widows and orphans
andgrieving parents. RIP Javed�.

Javed Ahmad Kambay was
posted with a retired judge as
PSO and had returned home

some time ago. He was
not on duty neither
carrying any weapon and
was no threat to anyone,
when he was shot dead at
point blank range, which

shows the cowardice of the terrorists. The targeting of
unarmed security personnel and civilians shows the
desperation amongst the terrorist groups and their
bosses sitting across the borders to portray the
situation in J&K in bad light in front of International
forums. If the attack is for the freedom of Kashmir or
save Kashmiris, how does killing of an unarmed
police personnel going to help the perpetrators in
achieving the ultimate agenda. Earlier on June 12,
terrorists attacked a joint patrol party of police and
CRPF in the Sopore market in north Kashmir's
Baramulla district. In the terrorist attack, two
policemen and two civilians were killed. Since 1990
when the armed insurgency broke out in Kashmir
1,068 police personnel and 510 special police
officers (SPOs) have been killed in various terr

orist attacks.

find
place in Jannat (heaven) & may his family find
strength during this difficult time�.

People�s Democratic Party
(PDP) president Mehbooba Mufti
said the unending cycle of
violence has �consumedus all�. In
her Twitter she wrote �Another
precious life snuffed out & one
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The terrorists desperate attempt
to demonise and discredit the

Security forces, target the
unarmed security personnels

of JKPF.

COP SHOT DEAD AT SAIDAPORA EIDGAH SRINAGAR
Cop Shot while standing outside his house succumbs to injury

COP SHOT DEAD AT SAIDAPORA EIDGAH SRINAGAR
Cop Shot while standing outside his house succumbs to injury
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Unidentified terrorists on 22 June 2021 Tuesday
opened fired and shot down a police officer of CID
wing at Kanipora in the outskirts of Srinagar city in
Jammu and Kashmir. He was immediately rushed to
a nearby hospital where he was pronounced dead by
doctors. According to reports, the CID Inspector has
been identified as Pervaiz AhmadDar and was posted
at Parimpora police station.

Dar was returning home after performing the
evening prayers at amosque, he was not carrying any
weapon and was no threat to anyone, when he was
shot in the back, which shows the cowardice of the
terrorists. The police spokesperson in a statement
issued here on Tuesday night said that around 8:00
pm, two unidentified pistol borne terrorists fired
indiscriminately upon the police officer injuring him
critically. The officer, he said, was on his way to a local
mosque to offer prayers when the terrorists attacked
him. �CCTV footage shows firing by two terrorists
with pistols. Identification is being done. Suspects are
being questioned,� he said. The
officer is survived by his wife, a
13-year-old daughter and a 10-
year-old son. Lt Governor Manoj
Sinha condemned the brutal
killing. �His supreme sacrifice
won�t go in vain, terrorists will be

punished for the act,� he said. In his Twitter account
the Lt Governor wrote �I strongly condemn the brutal
killing of Inspector Shri Parvaiz Ahmad Dar of J&K
Police outside mosque in Nowgam by terrorists. His
supreme sacrifice won't go in vain, terrorists will be
punished for the act. My heartfelt condolences to the
family ofmartyr.�

The desperation of the terrorists from Pak
supported �Shaheed Anas Squad� of the TRF is
visible from the fact that, now they are targeting
unarmed security personnels and civilians. What is
the end their actions are going to lead to is something
we need to delve upon. If the attack is for the freedom
of Kashmir, or save Kashmiris, how does killing of an
unarmed police personnel going to help the
perpetrators in achieving the ultimate agenda. It�s
high time we should realise that these kind of attacks
are only an act of desperation and we should stop
playing at the hands of the propagandamachinery of
Pakistan that is working 24/7 to portray that poor

Kashmiris are in needof salvation.
Dar�s killing comes five days

after terrorists shot dead a
policeman Javaid Ahmad Tambi
outside his house in Saidpora
locality of Eidgah on Thursday
evening.

CID INSPECTOR SHOT DEAD IN NOWGAM SRINAGAR
CID Officer Shot at while returning home after performing Namaz at local mosque succumbs to Gun Shot on reaching Hospital

This attack on a honest police
officer brings to fore the

nefarious designs of Pak backed
militants to cause disturbance in
the beautiful Kashmir Valley
and deny honest means of
livelihood to the citizens.
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1. Unidentified individuals hurled a petrol bomb at a
police rep in Chandkote, Hygam at Sopore on 26 Jun 2021.
The bomb missed the target and exploded on the road.
However, there was no casualty
or injury in the said attack. The
incident affected morale of
civilians and created fear as well
as uncertainty amongst civil
populace.

2. The petrol bomb or �Molotov
cocktail� is an iconic symbol of 20th-century
political violence. Simple, cheap and

effective, it has become a staple
feature of protest, riot and
rebellion; aweaponof choice for
the discontentedmasses.

1. Te r r o r i s t s o n
Saturday lobbed a grenade
at a joint team of forces in
Srinagar on 26 Jun 2021 at
1800 hrs. At least, three
civilians were injured in the
attack and another proved to
be fatal. The incident took
place at Barbarshan area in
Srinagar. Target for this
attack was a joint team of the
CRPF and J&K police at
Barbarshan falling under the
jurisdiction of Kralkhud
police station. The grenade

exploded on the roadside,
resulting in the fatal casualty
and injuries.

2. The deceased has
been identified as Mudasir
Ahmed Bhat and others
injured were identified as
Shakee la Hano, Hi la l
Ahmad and Shahid Nazir.
The incident affected the
morale of civilians and
created fear as well as
uncertainty amongst civil
populace about safety.

These unfortunate events indicate the
level of vindictiveness which these anti-
national separatists harbor towards the
armed forces for trying to mould the

state into a peaceful paradise.

Such attacks by terrorists negatively impact
the confidence of innocent civilians on their
general safety and pride which they have on

their culture and grooming as a whole.

ONE KILLED AND THREE INJURED IN A GRENADE ATTACK
Grenade thrown by terrorists explodes on road side killing one and injuring three

HURLING OF PETROL BOMB ON POLICE REP
Safety concerns rise as Petrol bomb hurled at Police Party in busy market area
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1. Two terrorists on Sunday night, 27 Jun 21
barged into the house of 46-year-old Fayaz Ahmad
Bhat, who had been a Special Police Officer (SPO)
with the Jammu and Kashmir Police. The gunmen
fired at Fayaz and his 42-year old wife Raja Begum.
When his 24-year-old daughter Rafiya Jan tried to
plead with the assailants and shield Fayaz from the
bullets, she toowas fired upon.

2. Fayaz�s daughter-in-law, 22-year-old Ruqiya
Jan, who is the lone eyewitness of the killings
mentioned that the family members were arranging
their bed andmattresseswhen they heard a loud thud
at the main door of the house. Fyaz went to inquire
about the noise. As soon as he opened the door, two
armed men entered the house. One of them was in
civilian clothes and the other one, who waited at the
door, was disguised in armyuniform.

3. As soon as the masked men entered the
house, the family members feared the worst as many
SPOs in the last few years had been victims to attacks
by terrorists. Their fears came true when the armed
men started to fire on Fayaz. �When they fired on
Abuji, Mummy (Raja) and Ruqaya shielded him and
were pleading for mercy but they fired on them as
well,� Ruqaya said and added that when she tried to
intervene, an armed man kicked her and threatened
to kill her aswell. �I have had aCaesarean section only
about a year ago and they kicked in my abdomen. I

am in searing pain. They threatened to kill me as well
and yelled at me to leave. My one-year-old daughter
has been terrified since yesterday,� she said.

4. Fayaz�s brother, Bashir AhmadBhat, who lives
just 10meters away from his brother�s house, said he
was on his mobile when he heard the sound of
gunfire. �Initially I thought the sound came from far
away. But, when I heard the sound of gunshots in
repetition, I looked through the window and soon I
heard cries coming frommy brother�s house,� Bashir
said.

5. Bashir entered his brother�s house only to see
three bodies lying on the floor in a pool of blood. �All
three of them were lying there on the floor. Raja and
Rafiya had surrounded Fayaz to protect him. While
Fayaz died on the spot, his wife and daughter were
taken to a nearby sub-district hospital in Bijbehara.
Doctors at SDH Bijbehara shifted them to GMC
Anantnag,whereRajaBegumbreathedher last.

6. Twenty-five-year-old Liyaqat Ahmad, a
Territorial Army soldier posted in Pulwama district�s
Khrew area, was on duty when a relative called him
and told about the attack on his father. Ruqaya said all
of the three dead had bullet injuries. �Abuji was shot in
the head. Ruqaya had sustained two bullet injuries,
one in the chest and the other in the abdomen. The
bullet had pierced her abdomen and came out from
the other side, Ruqiya said.

SPO AND FAMILY SUCCUMB TO

A FATAL ATTACK BY TERRORISTS
Three members of family die as terrorists barge house of Police Officer

and kill all members including a 24 year old daughter
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There have been nine terrorist initiated incidents in the Kashmir Valley in the month of June 2021.
(a) 05 Civilians suffered injuries during these attacks.
(b) 07 people lost their lives during these attacks including a municipal councilor.
(c) 05 Security forces personnel lost their lives and two were injured.

09 08 11 05 02

� 02 Jun 21 - Mr Rakesh Pandita Muncipal Councillor of Tral, Pulwama was killed in firing by
three terrorists.

� 06 Jun 21 - Grenade attack on CRPF vehicle at main bus stand in Tral, Pulwama caused injury
to 7 civilians.

� 12 Jun 21 3 x Civilians and 2 x Policemen killed and 7 other injured after terrorist attack on
Police Party in Sopore.

� 17 Jun 21 Javed Ahmed Kambay, JKP cop Shot dead at Saidapora Eidgah, Srinagar.
� 22 Jun 21 Parvaiz Ahmed Dar, CID Inspector shot dead in Nawgam Srinagar.
� 23 Jun 21 Umar Nazir Ahmed Bhat, innocent mobile shop owner killed by terrorists in

Srinagar.
� 26 Jun 21 One killed and three injured in Grenade attack at CRPF Post In Barbarshan area in

Srinagar.
� 26 Jun 21 Petrol bomb hurled at police party at Chandkote, Sopore.
� 27 Jun 21 SPO Fiaz Ahmed Bhat and his family killed by terrorists in Tral, Pulwama.

-

-
-
-

-

-
-

Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police Personnel Death SF Injured

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR

Website-
Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN JUNE 2021
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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxywar initiatedby Pakistanonour homeland.

KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.

We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced onmultiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research andhighlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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On Tuesday, 20 July 21 at around 9.30 am, armed
terrorists barged inside the house of a policeman
Sajad AhmadMalik and opened fire, critically injuring
the head constable's wife, Nahida, 38, and daughter
Madiha, 16. The injured were shifted to nearby
hospital. The incident occured at Kokagund village
Ver inag when the po l ice
constable wasn�t present at his
house. Head Constable Malik is
posted at the India Reserve
Police's 15thBattalion in Jammu.

One feels the safest in the
confines of their house, and
attacks like these have a
psychological impact not just on
the persons attacked, but on the
morale of the security force
personnel deployedonduty.

�As per eye witnesses Mufti Altaf of Nathipira
Dooru who is an active terrorist of Jaish-e-
Mohammad terror outfit was identified as one of the
attackers�

The aim of such attacks is to demoralise the
security force personnel and instill a sense of fear and

uncertainity among the locals.
The attack is not just going to

have an impact on the policeman
but has scarred the twomembers
of the family for life.

Such incidents are proof of
desperation of the terror outfits
who are now targetting innocent
civilians and trying to create
chaos and fear in theirminds.

TERRORISTS ATTACK FAMILY OF

POLICEMAN IN VERINAG KASHMIR
Wife and daughter of a policeman were injured in a terrorist attack on

Tuesday evening in South Kashmir�s Anantnag district

Cowardly incidents of such
nature being carried out on
innocent, unarmed women,
specially when the constable
was not at home shows the
desperation of terrorists to
instill fear in the mind of

gullible common Kashmiris.
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On the morning of 27
July 21, at exactly 11.30
am, Sheikh Meeran Ali
was shot dead by
unknown assai lants
outside his home in Bulbul lanker area of Nawa
Kadal, leaving him in a pool of blood. He sustained
grievous bullet injuries and was shifted to hospital for
treatment, where he succumbed to his injuries.

Ali had earned himself a huge following not only
on socialmedia, where his Instagrampage used to be
inundated with praises but also in the old city of
Srinagar. One Srinagar resident described him as a
" f i t n e s s f r e ak " who had
participated and won prizes in
local body building competitions.
"Kids as young as eight and nine
would visit the gym and ask him
(Ali) for selfies. They wanted to be
like him. They want to have a
body like him," said Khalid Ali,
who had trained the deceased for
nearly five years.

Ali had recently appeared in a

music video released
on YouTube by a
major Indian music
record label and film
production company.

His second cameo is yet to be released. His career in
India's multi-billion dollar entertainment industry was
beginning to take off.

This year has witnessed multiple such incidents
which indicate the desperation of terrorists and the
misplaced ideology of the nexus about freedom. The
killing makes no sense and it has enraged the youth
and locals alike. The senseless act of violence has

people wondering what this so
called fight for freedom called on
by the terrorists is all for ?

The people of Kashmir have
paid a very heavy price not just
with lives of near and dear ones
due to mindless terrorism but
also due to the economic
slowdown that such acts cause.

25 YEAR OLD YOUTH LOSES HIS LIFE TO

TERRORIST BULLETS IN SRINAGAR

25 YEAR OLD YOUTH LOSES HIS LIFE TO

TERRORIST BULLETS IN SRINAGAR

A budding body builder, an
instragram sensation and a

inspiration to many with dreams of
making a niche for himself, ruffled a
few feathers, resulting in his dreams
of a progressive and developing
Kashmir brutally crushed by a few,
who could not digest his popularity

and dash to glory.
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In yet another terrorist
incident on 29 July 2021, two
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) jawans and a policeman
were injured in a grenade attack
in Khanpora Bridge in North
Kashmir Baramulla district of
Jammu and Kashmir. The
incident happened when
terrorists hurled a grenade
towards a joint team of CRPF
and J&K Police. "The grenade

exploded injuring 2 CRPF troopers
and policeman. All the injured have
been shifted to hospital for
treatment," police said.

Such reprehensible acts of
midless violence cause undue
hardship to locals who are already
burdened due to years of poor
economic activity as also suffer
hreat breaks due to loss of lives by
such acts.

GRENADE ATTACK IN BARAMULLA,
TWO CRPF PERSONNEL,

CIVILIAN INJURED.
Three security force personnel sustained minor injuries

in a grenade attack by militants in Baramulla

Terrorists lobbed grenade on
security forces in crowded area

midst of population near
Khanpora bridge in Baramulla
town resulting in injuries to
police personnel and caused
immense hardships to locals
who had to shut down their

shops due to such act of terror.
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN JULY 2021
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Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

There have been three terrorist initiated incidents in the Kashmir Valley in the month of
July 2021.
(a) 02 xCivilians suffered injuries during these attacks.
(b) 01 x 25 year old youth lost his life.
(c) 03 x Security forces personnel were injured.

� 20 Jul 21 - Wife and daughter of a policeman Sajad Ahmad Malik, injured in a
terrorist attack on Tuesday evening in South Kashmir�s Anantnag
district.

� 27 Jul 21 - A body builder and youth sensation, Sheikh Meeran Ali shot dead in
Bulbul lanker area ofNawaKadal, Srinagar.

� 29 Jul 21 - 1 x Policemen and 2 x CRPF personnel injured in grenade lobbing on
joint party.

03 01 02 - 03
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
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On Thursday, 05 August 2021, two teams of
Sashastra Seema Bal were attacked within a short
span of an hour. The attack came directly on the
second anniversary of abrogation of the contentious
Article 370. Unidentified terrorists executed two
back-to-back attacks directed toward SSB post on
the same day at Bemina and Mehjoor Nagar areas of
Srinagar. However, both grenades
exploded outside narrowly missing
the intended target.

On the same day, an explosion
followed by a gunfire rattled the
city's Nowhatta area, while in North
Kashmir's Sopore, militants
opened fire on a police party,'

fortunately no casualitieswere suffered.
Such incidents affect the common kashmiris who

are disparately looking at peace of normally returning
to the valley. While the locals in kashmir crave for
normalcy, these incidents meant to create internal
disturbances has largely affected the life of a
common citizen in the Valley. Credit goes to the

security forces who shed blood
to establish peace and normalcy
in the region.

While attackers had in mind,
nefarious designs to instill
separatist woos in masses but
people have rejected their
extremist ideologies.

As the attack comes on the day
symbolic of transformation for
the development and progress
of the state of Kashmir, the

peace in the valley is disrupted
in a frail attempt to lodge fear

in the common people

TWO GRENADE ATTACKS ON SSB

IN AN HOUR AT SRINAGAR
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In gross violation of human rights, terrorists have
geared up their despicable activities in central and
south Kashmir. From last few weeks, couple of these
incidents continue to spread violence on streets and
inside resting places by hurling grenades, firing
indiscriminately thereby causing fear among the
masses. In one such incident of terror, Nisar Ahmad
Wagay lost his life and two other received major
injuries. On Sunday, 7 August 2021, policemanNisar
Wagay was killed and two others injured while they
came under the indiscriminate
firing of the terrorists at a crossing
in Kulgam district of Kashmir
region. The martyred policeman
were on their way back, after
escorting former minister Abdul
Majeed Pader to his residence.
The terrorists found the police
party at Damhal Hanjipora,
opened fire, resulting in injuries to
three cops.� an official said. In the

attack, Nisar AhmadWagay lost his life, and two other
personnel's were injured. They were immediately
rushed to the nearby hospital for medical treatment.
�The terrorists took the advantage of the local traffic
jam and presence of a large number of people in the
area. While they managed to escape the security
forces exercised restrain to aviod collateral damage
as the spot was crowded.

Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha condemned
the attack in strong words; former Chief Minister

Omar Abdullah of National
Conference tweeted condemning
the cowardly attack on the police
party who were performing their
duties. It is pertinent to mention
that the month of August has
seen a rise in attacks on police,
signalling the frustration of terror
heads over evolving peace post-
August 5, 2019.

COP KILLED, TWO OTHERS INJURED

IN TERRORIST ATTACK IN KULGAM
Killing of police cop in Kulgam is utter brutality,

scourge mindset of terrorist organizations

The valley witnesses another
dastardly attack on men in

uniform as the policemen are
again targeted by the terrorists

while carrying out their
constitutional duties. A frivolous
attempt to instill fear in the

common population of Kashmir.
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Two people including a teenage boy receives
splinter injuries. Friday, 7 August 2021 at 11.15 pm,
unknown terrorists lobbed a grenade and fled from
the site. In the explosion, two people, including a
teenage boy received injuries- identified as Gopal
Sharma, 35, of Udhampur and Mohammad Aquib,
16, of Mangit-Khari. Both injured were shifted to the
nearby hospital where their
condition is stated to be stable.
The blast occurred between MG
Company office and workers
accommodation site. T h e s e
attackers aim at maintaining the
environment of fear to perpetuate
the terrorism related activities, by
pleasing their masters controlling

them from other side of the border. The money they
receive is utilised to intimidate people, hinder the
already lagging development process in Jammu and
Kashmir.

It�s pertinent to mention that M G Company is
constructing Banihal bypass, a portion of the four-
lane Jammu-Srinagar highway project. The Banihal

bypass is a imed towards
providing round the year
connectivity to the Valley. Such
Incidents and deliberate attempts
by terrorists and their mentors
across the border have been
made to step up violence and
create impediments in the
developmental process in theUT.

A terrorist grenade attack
targetted at MG company
involved in construction of

Banihal bypass is an attempt
at hindering development on

the state.

GRENADE ATTACK IN DISTRICT

RAMBAN,  TWO INJURED
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On Tuesday, 10 August 2021 five days ahead of
Independence day, terrorists targeted security forces
in which ten civilians were injured, including two
women at Hari SinghHigh Street near Amira Kadal of
Srinagar district. The attack was carried at around
2:40 pm, by a terrorist who hurled the grenade at a
SSB bunker. As soon as the grenade exploded,
chaotic atmosphere set into motion, sending the
locals into a state of rush and fear fromall sides.
List of the injured civilians as per the preliminary
identification:-
1. Tariq Ahmad, S/o Mohd Shafi,

R/O Burzahama, Srinagar
2. Suhail Ahmad Dar, S/o Farooq Ahmad Dar

R/O Chadoora, Budgam
3. Rangan Singh, S/oJanak

Singh, R/O District Ramban
4. Zulaikha, W/o Mohd Hafeez,

R/o Kargil
5. Aparna, W/o Ranjit Bera, R/o

Kolkata
6. Owais Ahmad, S/o Gulam

Mohd Laway, R/o Chanapora
Srinagar

7. Abdul Gani Shah, S/o Abdul Ahad, R/o Seel
Beeru, Srinagar

8. Gulzar Ahmad Ganai, S/o Gulam Mohd,
R/o Ajas Bandipora

9. Mushtaq Ahmad,R/o Khumani Chowk Bemina,
Srinagar.

10. Firdous Ahmad Kota, S/o Gh Ahmad Kota R/o
Bemina Srinagar.
Consequently another black day with the espousal

of human rights violation incurring fear and fret in
lines of masses hurdling their normal routine. The
grenade attack was aimed at reducing the spirits of
people who believed that normalcy had returned in
the UT by lobbing a grenade in the commercial hub,

indicates that terrorists are
dejected with the ongoing
economic activities in the valley.

This was the second attack in a
single day. The miscreant's
hound nearby gatherings to push
fear and anxiety among people,
so that normalcy remains a
dreamonly.

A grenade attack by terrorists
on innocent population in a
commerical hub regardless of
safety of women, children and
elderly, creating environment
of fear and anxiety among

Kashmiris.

10 INNOCENTS INJURED IN GRENADE

ATTACK IN SRINAGAR.
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Armed terrorists barged into
residence of Ghulam Rasool Dar
and his wife Jawhara BanooOn 9
August 2021, and massacred the
elderly couple in cold blood.
Ghulam Rasool had earlier
finished offering his obligatory
prayers. He took a cold shower
after waking from the bed,
togged up with customary
clothes, clad a half overcoat.
While her wife Jawhara wore a
light creamy dress and wrapped a matching dupatta
around her head; sat fingers crossed taking a sigh of
relief as they were resting in their lovely home and
waiting for yet another day in the Vally. The couple
were known to be helpful toward needy and miseries
of people, and offered a helping hand to the
unemployedneighbours. Rasool was a kind of person

that made him different from the
rest of the people living in the
area, his primary focus remained
to bring about change in society
and accordingly labored hard for
it. As the sun grew hotter, and
Jawhara went out to buy a cold
drink, she walked mildly, came
back and both Gh Rasool and
Jawhara Begum sipped half-
chilled Dew. As soon as the drink
chilled their throats, two terrorists

barged inside their premises of Redwani Bala,
hastened to make way into the room. Gh Rasool and
Jawhara rushed to see what was happening outside
but Alas! merciless bullets pierced their chests, and
both fell flat on the red matting, their oozing blood
flowed down the floor and soaked the mats and rugs
beneath. The couple was shot dead at their residence
in Anantnag town of SouthKashmir. Dar, a resident of
Redwani Kulgam, was affiliated with Bharatiya Janta
Party. He had successfully contested the last year's
District Development Council elections and held the
post of District president for BJP's Kisan Morcha.
According to police, Dar and his wife were staying in
roomsprovided by the government authorities. "They
were providedwith a secure accommodation at Snow
Cap Hotel Kulgam and both stayed there for some
time. However ofter spending few month They had
insisted on returning back to the village and had
accodingly. submitted an undertaking as well. LG
Manoj Sinha tweeted and expressed his grief in harsh
words, "This is an act of cowardice and perpetrators

DISTT PRESIDENT POLITICAL PARTY

AND HIS WIFE FROM KULGAM

SHOT DEAD IN ANANTNAG.

A case of subjugation of
democrarcy and elimination of

alternate leadership in
kashmir by direct and cowardly
attack by terrorists on elderly
couple, who dedicated their
lives to the cause of people.
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of violencewill be brought
to justice very soon."
Former chief minister
Omar Abdullah also sent
a condolence message
while taking to his twitter
handle and so did
Mehbooba Mufti- the last
chief minister of erstwhile
state of Jammu and
Kashmir. The deserted
home, open dew bottle & steel glass bear witness of
themartyrdom. Till the last breath the couple lived by

the faith in constitution of
the motherland. This act of
cowardice by terrorists has
been widely condemned by
the locals. Terrorists can't
kill the ray of constitutional
supremacy that lie in heart
o f e v e r y K a s h m i r i
citizen�said one of the local
v i l l age . Such t r ag i c
incidents instill fear in

minds of people and affect their lives by propagation
of uncertainty and concerns for safety.

Saturday, 28 August 2021, terrorists lobbed a
grenade towards Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) bunker in the Safa Kadal area of Srinagar,
fortunately, no loss of life was reported during the
incident of terror. The grenade was thrown towards
the CRPF's 161 BN personnel of
the Safa Kadal area. Though
there was no physical damage
reported in the incident. It�s a bad
impression on society as free
movement of people is halted,
shopkeepers can't earn their

livelihood, and the repercussions come as huge debt
to them. One wonders how these terrorists kill and
assassinate the locals including security forces at the
behest of pressure from masters, by losing their lives
too, without having any concern for their own families

and children. Such attacks have
adversely affected all important
sources of livelihood of local
population with many traders
forced to shift the business from
Kashmir to other parts of the
country.

GRENADE ATTACK AT

CRPF BUNKER

IN SRINAGAR

Another ineffective terror attack aimed at disturbing peace and harmony

A feeble and cowardly attempt
which directly violates human
right of people by restricting
free movments, inducing fear

and affecting livelihood.

GRENADE ATTACK AT

CRPF BUNKER

IN SRINAGAR
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A three-year-old baby of Balbir
Singh slept hungry, mother had
gone to make chips for him, soon
three grenades were lobbed and
Veer went into eternal sleep. How
a chlid would have felt when
grenade splinter pierced his body,
It tears the heart apart. The
screams of his mother will always
haunt the bloody terrorists, who
took away the life of an toddler, in
retribution. Terrorism has no
religion. Her aunt cried and said, �Justice to my

brother, tomy family. If these were
traitorous men, why would they
strike a Three year old boy? What
was the enmity with a Three-year-
old child.� The grenades were
lobbed inside house at 12 night
onThursday, 14August 2021.

Veer was among the six injured
family members, identified as
BJP Mandal President Rajouri
Jasbir Singh, his brother Balbir
Singh, father Romesh Singh,

mother Sia Devi and nephews Arjun Singh and Karan

GRENADE  ATTACK ON

POLITICAL LEADERS HOUSE

IN RAJOURI
Vir Singh- two year old baby slept hungry, three grenades took him away

Targeting families by terrorists
is a direct reflection of thier
mentality, unjust behaviour
and ideology. Killing of

unarmed, innocent, harmless,
children and women is what
the terrorist ideologies can

give us.
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Singh. Veer singh unfortunetily succumbed to injuries
at Governemnt Hospital Rajouri around midnight. In
a single day two separate terror incidents took place;
first a minor succumbed to injuries, while five other
family members sustained serious wounds as they
received splinters. Terrorists left the family with deep
scars and moans. Some hundred incidents of
synonymous effects aren't any afresh to the region, as
the prime intent remains to terrorize the innocent
population of the Vally.

The terror attacks save peaked, from targeting the
BJP leaders in particular to alternate leadership in
general. Targeting families is cowardly act of
Pakistan's terror spreaders, undermining the Human

Rights of the people. The acts of violence took away
the star of the family in an instantaneous time, Such
imprints terriify generations, and hatred remains
passing. The innocent population of the Vally have
now starled realising the ulterios motiveof the
militants.

The BJP strongly condemned the attack and
applealed to the polce to immediately arrest those
responsible. Terming the incident an act of
cowardice, J&KBJP chief Ravinder Raina said terror
attacks on BJP leaders were being orchestrated by
pakistan. The main endeavour of the terrorists
nexus has always been to causemaximun harm and
locs to common kashmiris not adhering to their,
ideology. The inflict regardless of its rationale,
community members, mainly women, children &
elderly people become targets who have suffered
disproportionality from the violence due to their
Vulnerability.

However, no other party reacted to the terror
incident in BJP leader�s house, indicating their
hypocrisy against the party and in grenade their
response against not condeming Such acts of
violation of basic human rights of the common
citizens of the Vally.
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Thursday, 12 August 2021, three persons were
wounded in a terrorist attack while suspected
gunmen fired upon a BSF convoy
in Kulgam. The firing incident
took place on Jammu-Srinagar
national highway at Malpora in
the Qazigund area of Kulgam.
Initially, there were no injuries but
once the te r ro r i s t s were
surrounded by the forces, they
w en t b e r s e r k a n d f i r e d

indiscriminately. The attack in the middle of the road
depicts, terror outfits funded by PAK meant to

perpetuate their nasty designs
through attacks on people and
the security forces. While their
ulterior aim is to dent the
development & peace process in
UT, however the resolve of the UT
administration & secruity forces
remain far frombeing dented.

Indiscriminate firing by
terrorists in crowded areas
with complete disregard to

safety of citizens. Case of clear
human rights violation of

public.

MILITANTS  FIRED

AT BSF CONVOY

IN J&K'S KULGAM;

ONE CRPF JAWAN

INJURED

CRPF Jawan, two civilians injured in
a terrorist attack on BSF convoy

MILITANTS  FIRED

AT BSF CONVOY

IN J&K'S KULGAM;

ONE CRPF JAWAN

INJURED
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On August 16, 2021 , a CRPF
jawan received splinters as the
terrorists hurled a grenade at
security forces in Langate area of
North Kashmir's Handwara area.
The grenade was lobbed at E-07
CRPF. Meanwhile, in another
incident, two civilians were also
injured and a vehicle damaged
after unknown persons lobbed
grenade in the Azadganj area of
Baramulla district. This way the
toll to cause inconvenience to the
public as well as security forces have increased
double folded in last couple ofweeks. pushed by
terror sponsors, who can't bear the normalcy in
situations in valley side.

Just a day after the 15th of
August, filthy terrorists resumed
violating human rights, women
suppression and propagation of
fear to walk on roads is increasing
day by day. Children and women
seem to be at major risk, as
neither can save themselves, nor
their weak hearts can bear the
pain of losing their loved ones.
There has been systematic
degredation of the entire peaceful
ecosystem that forms the basis of

civil society in Kashmir. This has neither been talked
about nor does it figure prominently in any made up
discourse that has been dissembled in last thirty
years.

An act by terrorists with
complete disregard to safety of
common public. A grenade is a
weapon, which causes damage

in crowded areas to all
bystanders and indicates

intention of perpetuation in
terrorizing public.

1 CRPF JAWAN, 2 CIVILIANS

INJURED IN SEPARATE

GRENADE ATTACKS IN J&K
A CRPF jawan receives spilnter injuries at Langate,

Handwara and two civilians injured in Azadganj, Baramulla
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On Thursday, 19 Aug 2021, in an attempt to
assault the police naka party, two police personnel
received splinters in Saraf Kadal area of Central
Kashmir�s Srinagar District. The
CRPF 23 BN Naka party included
both CRPF jawans as well as JKP
personnel. "The policemen
Javaid Ahmad and Abdul Majeed
have suffered chest injuries."
Police sources said. Following the
attack, both wounded were
rushed to the nearby hospital. In
the recent times there has been a

increase in the terrorists attack againt police persons
who are toiling hard for maintaining peace and
tranqruility in the region.

Our forces are hardbound to
end the tail of terrorism soon from
all corners of society . The
nefarious designs of terrorists to
downcast the morale of forces
and commit HR violations needs
to be protested against by the
citizensKashmir.

The security forces bear
another grenade attack in
crowded areas and ensure
maximum restraint to avoid

danger to common population.
A total opposite behaviour
displayed by the terrorists.

TWO POLICEMEN INJURED

IN GRENADE ATTACK AT

SAFA KADAL SRINAGAR
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On Tuesday, 24 August 2021,
in a bid to attack the picket of
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) a grenade was hurled
towards CRPF 23 Battalion at
Mujahid Manzil in the Zainakadal
area of Central Kashmir's
Srinagar District. However the
grenade didn't cause any harm to
anyone, no loss of life or property was reported.
These tactics have become a new normal in Kashmir
now, since terrorists are now gearing up their
activities in wake of calls given by their masters in

Pakistan. The heavy loss of lives,
violation of basic human rights
has risen since the last few weeks.
A lot of repercussions blow up
due to incidents in and around
the valley, destabilizing the
normal routine of people by
placing every possible deadlock
in normalcy.

A collective condemnation has come from all the
political leaders and so is the way to go through these
downgrade tactics being played to loose the wealth
andhealth of people and the country.

Lobbing a grenade is a
cheaper method for terrorists
to safeguard themselves after
attack. However a costlier one
for the common population
living their normal lives.

GRENADE LOBBED AT CRPF CAMP IN

SRINAGAR, NO INJURY REPORTED
An ineffective attempt to disrupt peace and cause harm to security forces
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� O5 Aug 2021 - Shashtra SeemaBal was targeted
on second abrogation anniversary of Article 370
at Bemina&MehjoorNagar area of Srinagar.

� 07 Aug 2021 - Unknown terrorists lobbed
grenade in front of premises of MG Construction
Company involved in Banihal Bypass
construction, injuring two civilians.

� 09 Aug 2021 - Attacking alternate leadership in
J&K continues. Another BJP vice president
Gulam Rasool Dar was shot dead along with his
wife JawharaBanooby terrorists in Kulgam.

� 10Aug 2021 - Terrorists targeted security forces
ahead of independence day, lobbed grenade
while missing the target & injuring 10 innocent
civiliansincluding two women at Hari singh High
street near AmiraKadal of SrinagarDistrict.

� 12 Aug 2021 - Terrorists fired indscriminatly at
BSF convoy in the middle of the road at
Qauigund,Kulgam injuring four civilians.

� 14 Aug 2021 - Another terrorist attack on
alternate leadership. BJP leader Mandal
President, Rajouri, Jasbir Singh�s house was
lobbed with three grenades which took the life of

his infant son and desparate attempt to disrupt
peace in Rajouri.

� 16 Aug 2021 - Terrorists lobbed grenade at CRPF
in Langate area of North Kashmir�s Handwara
area, injuring two civilians & a CRPF Jawan, an
indication of frustration of terrorists after
peaceful & incident free Independence Day
celebration in the state.

� 19 Aug 2021 - J&K police targeted again by
terrorist in Safa Kadal area of central Kashmir�s
Srinagar District by lobbying grenade thereby
injuring two Cops. Recent rise of attack on J&K
police is an indication of frustration of terrorist�s
tanzeems.

� 24 Aug 2021 - CRPF targeted again. Grenade
lobbed at Zaina Kadal area in old city, srinagar by
the terrorists. Reflection of continuous efforts to
disrupt peace&normalcy.

� 07Aug2021 - Indiscrimate firing by terrorists in
Kulgam killed a cop & injured two others.
Targeting of J&K police is an indication of
frustration by the inimical elements.

SUMMARY OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS BY TERRORISTS IN AUGUST 2021

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR

Website-
Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

There have beenEleven terrorists human rights violations inKashmir valley in themonth of Aug2021.
(a) 03 civilians and01Police/SFpersonnel lost their lives in terrorist violance in themonth of Aug21.
(b) 17 civilians and04Police/SFpersonnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

11 03 17 01 04
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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12 September, in a deplorable act of violence,
JammuKashmir Police Sub-Inspector Arshid Ahmad
was brutally shot dead by armed terrorist in heart of
the summer capital Srinagar. Hewas shot frompoint-
blank range in Srinagar's Khanyar area at 1.35 pm on
Sunday. The slain police officer belonged to
Kulmoona village of North Kashmir's Kupwara and
was onprobation at Khanyar.

The terrorists shot at the officer from behind,
while he came down from themart. In a video caught
on CCTV, terrorists can be seen shooting at the
officer. Earlier a CID inspector
was killed in a similar fashion,
while he was on his way to offer
Friday prayers. Fallen to the
ground, battling with bullet
wounds, he was immediately
shifted to a tertiary care hospital,
where he succumbed to injuries.
This cruel attack brought
mayhem to the whole locality of
the slain police officer, according

to them; Arshid was a naive, who used to greet every
passerby. The said terrible act of mindlessness won't
take anyone to the end, but for sure will destroy peace
in Kashmir. Eyes fail to connect the gaze on such
loathful terrorist exercises, where stone-heartedness
subsists and human rights are violated like dealing
with the cattle, This animal culture instigated by
Pakistan has subverted the economic condition of
the valley, and the overall peaceful environment,
which hadonce again returned in the region.

These dastardly attacks spread fear among the
general public, whose movement
is largely curtailed and hampered.
Meanwhile the aim and objective
behind such onslaughts are
lowering the confidence of
s e cu r i t y f o r c e s v i z - a - v i z
destabilization in the valley. KRF
sturdily condemns the heart-
wrenching bloodbath of an
innocent police officer.

TERRORIST SHOOT DOWN A PROBATIONARY

POLICE OFFICER IN SRINAGAR.

THE INCIDENT CAUGHT ON CAMERA

Arshid aimed at serving his
people by cracking KAS. His
generosity and sincerity were
often discussed in the village
gatherings. Instigators of
violence have stolen the
happiness of his family.
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OnWednesday, 08 September
2021, in an unprecedented move
from the Bandipora district of
North Kashmir, a woman carrying
ammunition was apprehended by
security forces during a routine
check up. It seems that terrorists
now utilize unique ways for safe
carriage of their arms and
ammunition to distinct places,
exploiting benefits from lenience
afforded to women by the law.
According to police, the woman
was working as an over ground
worker (OGW) and had been
carrying such explosives earlier as
well. Preliminary enquiry reveals,
the woman admitted to working
for the outfit as an over ground
worker. Many anti-national
posters were also recovered from
her custody. It is to be noted, why

a woman would be doing so? And
the answer lies in the fact that
radicalization by motivating her to
wrongful way paved this. By
intimidation can be another
option readily available to the
terrorists. By introducing such
new concepts and tactics of
using women, the terrorists have
now star ted to t ranspor t
explosives for triggering IED
blasts thereby disturbing the
peaceful ecosystem of valley. If
only people will show a helping
hand to the authorities many lives
can be saved from killing and
hundreds of homes will not lose
their sons and fathers. It hence
becomes duty of citizens to favour
their security agencies in order to
bring back the normalcy to the
region.

AS A DECEITFUL MOVE,

TERRORISTS NOW

USE WOMEN

AS ARMS CARRIER

A new tactic employed by
terrorists for safe carriage of
arms and ammunition is in

place. Terrorism has no gender,
it's an ideology

AS A DECEITFUL MOVE,

TERRORISTS NOW

USE WOMEN

AS ARMS CARRIER
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On 10 September, Terrorists lobbed a grenade in
the Chanapora area of Central Kashmir's Srinagar
district. A paramilitary trooper of the Central Reserve
Police Force and a civilian lady were injured in the
dastardly attack. The Chanapora area is located in
the Central Kashmir Region and
is situated at the bank of Doodh
Ganga. The grenade attack
came after few days of pause.
Inflicting pain and spill of fear is
the main aim behind the
explosion in public places. The
halt in free movement of people,
buying their commodities; going
to offices and coming back home
highlights the real intent of

terrorists, who have been resisting the increasing
normalcy in the valley. The curtailment in freedom of
people is a violation of basic fundamental rights,
enshrined in constitution of every democratic
republic. Unfortunately in Kashmir the issue is

reverse, and such incidents
increase the ever prevalent panic
in the society. The hate speeches
from terror heads add fuel to the
fire pots, which restrict locals to
raise their voices against them.
The lady who was injured, had
came to buy basic commodities
for her daily use. KRF sends a
harsh condemnation message
following the attack.

GRENADE ATTACK IN CHANAPORA,

CRPF MAN, LADY INJURED

The wide range of sufferings,
infliction of pain and spread of
fear are the basic aims behind
explosions in public places.
Curtailment of freedom adds
another nail to the coffin and
violates fundamental right of

people.
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On Monday, a big
tragedy was averted by
security forces when six
grenades piled together
were found on the busy
Parimpora-Pantha Chowk
axis in Srinagar. The six
Chinese grenades were
r e c o v e r e d f r om a
sandbag placed on the
divider of the busy road. The grenades were detected
in the morning during the road opening exercise
along the National Highway 44 by ever alert troopers
of the 73 BN. It must be noted that a big tragedy had
been thwarted which would have
set panic in the region.
Trafficking of such explosives is a
heinous crime, which once
triggered would create blood
both in the valley as witnessed in
past. The scars left after a blast
remain etched in the memories
of innocent citizens of Kashmir.
None can calculate the intensity
of fear that sets in to motion and

concurrently destabilizes
the prosperity of the
region.

Terrorists show zero
concern for human rights.
If they were to be fighting
for the rights of Kashmir
citizens, why this then
d a s t a r d l y a pp r o a ch
towards the locals. The

dance of death is not just confined to government
property but includes all vehicles and public property
created out of the local tax payers� money. Shops
remain shut; none cares if anyone sleeps hungry.

Earlier, there was a downtrend in
terror incidents for some time, but
now the cases are rising again
disturbing the peaceful serene
environment of the valley. KRF
condemns the dumping of
explosives that take innocent lives
and destabilizes the peaceful
ecosystemof the valley.

The trafficking of explosives
triggers the propagation of
suspicion in masses. The post
effects of attacks, the scars left
in memories remain revolving
in minds of people and spray

salt over the wounds.

HALF A DOZEN

GRENADES

SPOTTED OUTSIDE

THE QAT BUNKER

IN BEMINA

DIFFUSED
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Suspected terrorists on
Tuesday, 14 September 2021,
at late evening hurled a
grenade towards SOG camp
in Mochwa area of Central
Kashmir's Budgam district.
However, the grenade failed to
explode. Notably, it was the
second attack in a single day.
In the first attack, security
forces were targeted on the
national highway, in which,
four civilian pedestrians got
splinters and were rushed to
the hospital. The terrorists
came closer to the fence
lobbed the grenade and ran

away quickly. A rise in assaults
on security forces have been
witnessed in past few months.
Numerous such incidents
however have been thwarted
by alert forces. From central
Kashmir to south Kashmir
including north Kashmir as
well, the reports witness
a l a rm ing occu r rences ,
wherein more damage is
caused to innocent, civilians
and poor street vendors. KRF
condemns the wild incidents
pushed by sponsors of
terrorism.

Security forces have been the chief
target of terrorists in past and

continue to be in present as well.
Pedestrians are next in line.

GRENADE LOBBED TOWARDS
SOG CAMP IN CHADOORA,
FAILS TO EXPLODE

GRENADE LOBBED TOWARDS
SOG CAMP IN CHADOORA,
FAILS TO EXPLODE
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On Tuesday, 14 September 2021 afternoon,
terrorists hurled a grenade on security forces in
Rajpora area of south Kashmir's Pulwama. Armed
terrorists lobbed a grenade while riding over the
highway, leaving three civilians wounded. Reckless
terrorists find solace in violation of the human rights
of the common masses. It's a
mockery with the lives of
people whose movement get
curtailed due to witnessing
these tragedies on daily basis.
The dead-end on way for
terrorists is death only, as
their manipulative roles have
distorted the growth in all
sectors Kashmir. The issue of
rising unemployment is
directly related to terrorism in
the valley, as tourist activity is
halted, the people whose

economies are associatedwith themget unemployed
automatically. The investment may come here only if
normalcy shows a smiling face, but the paradox is
terrorism is sponsored as if on monthly basis. Hence
leaving no stone unturned in disgruntlement of
overall security scenario, shaking the environment of

prosperity. Though security
forces are paving their
va luab le l i ves fo r the
restoration of peace and
thwarting each pinnacle of
terrorism, conflict is far more
rooted in lines than one can
imagine. KRF issues a strong
condemnation for attacking
security forces, whose role is
pivotal in restoration of peace,
with their support only,
Kashmir can be paradise
again.

Human rights violations are now
common in the valley. In double
numbers civilians receive injuries,
barring free movement of people.

THREE CIVILIANS INJURED IN
PULWAMA GRENADE ATTACK
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In a mysterious blast, a girl lost life and five other
members of the same family received wounds after a
blast happened in their
r e s i d e n t i a l h o u s e a t
Tarathpora area of Handwara,
in north Kashmir's Kupwara
district on Thursday, 17 Sep
2021. The deceased has been
identified as Shabnam Bano,
17. The other five injured
members of the same family
were rushed to District
Hospital Handwara and are
unde r t r ea tmen t . The
condition of two of the injured
is stated to be critical. A police
official said that initial
investigation suggests that

the blast occurred in scrap material. The blast likely
have occurred in some scrapmaterial. The explosion

occurred due to some
explosive material. There are
cases where families have
been attacked by terrorists
unusually. Apart from directly
pointing gun towards the
families who do support the
terror outfits . This could be a
distinct way of punishing a
family acting in a nationalist
line. Our hearts go out to
support them, in the worst of
their time. KRF condemns the
attack on a naive family who
lost a girl and sufferedwounds
to all familymembers.

1 KILLED, 5 OF A FAMILY INJURED

IN HANDWARA MYSTERIOUS BLAST

A part from directly pointing guns
towards the families, terrorists
employ many new techniques to
make people suffer and instil

intimidation
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Friday, September 17, in yet another attack by
armed terrorists shot dead, a railway police cop in
Wanpoh area of South Kashmir's Kulgam district on
Friday. Terrorists indiscriminately fired upon a railway
constable identified as Bantu Sharma son of Nathji
near Shamford School. Meanwhile, he was
immediately shifted to a nearby hospital in critical
condition, where doctors
declared him brought dead.
Hostile environment created
by Pak sponsored terrorism
has now engulfed thousands
of humans while performing
their routine duties, and on

top of it no one is
spared inc luding
government officials
p e r f o r m i n g
sedentary policing
duties. It�s deadly
worrying on behalf

of human rights, continually
being infringed. Curb in free movement is

another serious problem that needs to be addressed
by the UT government as terrorists takes away the
prosperity of the region day by day.

A play is on toes concerning human rights in the
mainland of Jammu and Kashmir. There is a shift in
terrorism-related activities, more security concerns
for Kashmiris now. The bagged scars for situation in
Kashmir would be rewarded to Pakistan for playing a
down game with Kashmiris, never wanting Srinagar

to be a place once called
Kashmir- the paradise on
earth. KRF condemns the
attack on the innocent railway
personnel, who lost life by
bullets of terrorists.

Pak sponsored terrorism has
engulfed thousands of humans.
And on the top neither spared a
civilian nor a man in uniform.

COP SHOT DEAD IN

A TERRORIST ATTACK IN KULGAM
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Last week has shown a steep rise in infiltration,
seven terrorists were killed in last one week, five of
them at Line of Control. A 19-year-old terrorist was
apprehended by army after he pleaded for surrender.
The security forces exercised restrain and gracefully
accepted the surrender offering apprehended
terrorist food clothing and other comfort. Seemingly,
there is a huge movement on terror launch pads
close to LoC, desperation lies on part of Islamabad to
send in terrorists to disrupt peace and normalcy in the
valley. They as customary of their habits aim at
carrying some kind of �sensational strike� in Kashmir.
The ever alert Indian once against thwarted Pak
attempt on 18 of September night when the patrol
along the Line of Control detected an infiltration
movement, which resulted in a fire fight. The
infiltration group was of six persons. According to the
army: �When the encounter started, two of the
infiltrators had come across the fence while four were
on the other side. These four (terrorists) who were on
the Pakistani side, they took
advantage of the dense foliage
a n d d a r k n e s s . " U p o n
investigation apprehended
t e r r o r i s t m a d e s om e
'revelations'. The terrorist,
identified as Ali Baba Batra,

19, son of lateMohammadLateef resident
of Punjab Pakistan. He admitted to be a
member of LeT, trained by the sameoutfit.
He had taken 3 weeks course at Khyber
camp Muzaffarabad in 2019. After
completing his training, he was sent home
and recalled for important tasks this year.
One task given to him by the terror
handlers was to drop a supply in area of
Pattan, but looking at the recoveries and
modus operandi, it was quite possible that

this infiltrating group had come for some kind of
strikewhichwent beyond just dropping supply.

Five of these neutralizations have come along
the LoC. The major recoveries in two operations on
LoC are 7 Ak series rifles, 9 pistols and revolvers and
80 grenades of various kinds along with Indian and
Pakistan currencies.

It isn't hidden that Pakistan is staging a multi-
thread war against India, finds solace in worsening
the situation for neighbouring countries. Kashmir
valley, a place of saints has been turned into a
hinterland by terror financing. Terrorists violate
human rights each day, no day goes off without harm
to the civilian population in the valley.

Currently, 58 non-state armed groups in 15
countries are recruiting and using children.
Meanwhile, using a teenager for their ill motives is a
harsh violation of human rights; it blatantly goes
against the right to education, right to live and right to

f reedom. KRF st r ic t l y
condemns infringement and
manipulation of basic human
rights of teenagers by terror
organizations, which loot and
plunder careers of youth by
diverting them into wrong
goals.

Youngsters are the prime concern of
Pakistan's infamous ISI, derailing

youth on the path of radicalism while
conceptualizing them with the dreams

of the Jannat.

07 TERRORISTS NEUTRALIZED, ONE DERAILED

TEENAGER MANIPULATED BY TERRORISTS APPREHENDED

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
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On Friday, 17 September, a railway cop was
martyred and a non-local labourer assassinated in
two separate terrorist attacks in South Kashmir's
Kulgam district. Terrorists indiscriminately opened
fire on a cop and critically wounded a police
constable near Shamford School in Kulgam district
this evening. The injured police constable was shifted
to the hospital. However, he succumbed to injuries on

the way. The martyr cop was identified as Bantu
Sharma, son of Trilokinath Sharma resident of
Wanpoh who was working as a Follower in J&K
Police. Inspector-General of Police, Vijay Kumar, said
that after the killing of top commanders, terrorists
were frustrated and resorting to targeting unarmed
persons. "Terrorists and their handlers in Pakistan are
frustrated with the recent elimination of top cards of

AFTER KILLING OF THE COP,

NOW A NON-LOCAL LABOURER

ASSASSINATED IN KULGAM
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terror ists and peaceful
environment even after the
death of separatist leader SAS
Geelani. That�s why terrorists
have killed one unarmed
policeman (PSI) recently and
one unarmed policeman &
one innocent labourer today in Kulgam district", he
said. The notorious Resistance Front (TRF) claimed
responsibility for both attacks. They read in the
message that the labourer was targeted for being a
collaborator of security forces. The majority of
leaders including former Chief Ministers of J&K
condemned the killing of the policeman and
expressed condolences to the bereaved family. "I
unequivocally condemn the terrorist attack in
Kulgam district of South Kashmir. My heartfelt
condolences to the family & colleagues of Constable
Bantoo Sharma of Railway Protection Force who was
killed in the line of duty earlier this evening.

May his soul rest in peace" tweeted Omar
Abdullah. PDP chief Mehbooba Mufti also tweeted:
"Very sorry to hear about the attack in Kulgam today
that claimed yet another innocent life. Deepest
condolences & prayers with Bantoo Sharma ji's
family. May his soul rest in peace.�

Peoples Conference chief Sajad Lone also took to

twitter handle, "Strongly
condemn the killing of a
policeman in Kulgam. May
Almighty grant eternal peace
to the departed soult patience
to the family of Bantu
Sharma. And May the killers

rot in hell." Terrorists also shot dead a innocent
labourer from Bihar, at Nehama area of Kulgam
district. Police said that a non-J&K labourer was shot
at by armed terrorists at around 8:25 pm at the
Nehama area. The slain was identified as Shankar
Choudhary, a resident of Bihar.

After the death of SASGeelani, terrorists now seen
puzzled and are triaging to propagate fear among
masses, to perpetuate their nefarious goals, One
killing of non-local will spill fear and suspicion in the
whole non-local community working in the valley, as
focus on them had been set by the terror outfits. The
general public is merely a spectator while daily spill of
blood is now a new normal, the public should take
strong note of civilian casualties and hurdle in their
movement, none is spared whether it be a toddler or
an adolescent. KRF in harsh words condemn the
attack carried by TRF to spill fear and backlash the
economic prosperity in the valley.

The dance of terrorism has slashed
the smiles of a million faces.

Several families have lost the lone
bread earners.
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· - Woman OGW was apprehended by security forces in Bandipora
- Grenade attack carried out in Chanapora, One lady, CRPF trooper
got injured

- Arshud Ahmad, JKP Sub Inspector got killed by terrorists
in Srinagar

- 06 Chinese grenades were recovered in Bemina area, Srinagar
- Grenade lobbed towards SOG camp in Chadoora
- In Pulwama grenade attack, theee innocent civilians got injuries
- One girl got killed, five other family members got injuries

- Non-local labourer killed in Kulgam, South Kashmir
- Seven terrorists killed, one teenaged terrorist apprehended near LoC

08 Sep 2021
10 Sep 2021

12 Sep 2021

13 Sep 2021
14 Sep 2021
14 Sep 2021
17 Sep 2021

17 Sep 2021
23 Sep 2021

·

·

·
·
·
·

·
·

· 17 Sep 2021 - Cop shot dead by terrorists in Kulgam, South Kashmir

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR
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Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN SEPTEMBER 2021

1. There have been seven terrorist human rights violation inKashmir valley in themonth of Sep 2021.
(A) 05 civilians and01SF suffered injuries during these attacks.
(B) 01 civilians and01SFpersonnel lost the life in terrorist initiated incidents in themonth of Sep 21.

10 09 02 01 02
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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On Saturday Oct 2, an innocent Kashmiri was
shot dead by terrorists in the Karan Nagar area of
Srinagar. The civilian identified asMajid AhmadGojri,
a resident of Galwanteng, Chattabal, Srinagar, was
targeted from a very close range. The slain had been
targeted with three bullets on the chest and one on
his face. Terrorists had earlier on as well attacked
several unarmed and innocent citizens of the valley
floor which has impacted the life
of a common Kashmiri citizen.
Terrorists in a new strategy
selectively target the citizens who
dare to speak their mind, hold a
strong nationalist belief and
bar r i e r the ant i -na t iona l
elements.

Now with emergence of
security beef up, terrorists have
also shifted their gears to
navigate in crowded markets,
wherein they target innocent

population to perpetuate their role and create a
situation of uncertainty. The killing of Majid
Gojriimplies harsh reaction of the terror outfit- TRF
for an important role he played in the society. He had
chosen to come out from the side of silent majority
section into a faction that raises their voice against
atrocities perpetuated by the terrorists from time to
time. A responsible rights holder of the Kashmiri

society, Majid was active in nation
building activities, for the
prejudice of which terrorists
eliminated him. The intent of
these terror outfits deem unfair
as killing of an innocent Kashmiri
is bare-terrorism in name of
Jihaad, to gain wide public
outreach but certainly Kashmiris
have comprehended the reality
and are ardent to falsify the
wrong teachings in name of
Islam.

Terrorists in a new strategy
selectively target the citizens
who dare to speak their mind,
hold a strong nationalist belief
and barrier the anti-national
elements. To hide the atrocities

the prime targets include
potential youth having reach and

connectivity with the masses.

YOUNG MAJID-
A STRONG BELIEVER OF DEMOCRACY

KILLED IN SRINAGAR
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On the same day of Oct 2nd, in evening another
Kashmri civilian Mohammad Shafi Dar, 45 was target
killed by armed terrorists in heart of Srinagar city.
The two separate attacks in the same day followed by
a grenade attack on CRPF bunker raise eyebrows
over operationalization of the offshoots of the parent
LeT in targeting the innocent Kashmiris. The
terrorists are spreading their OGW nexus in the valley
to extend their ground after various eliminations in
the recent past by alert security forces. As though
panches, sarpanches, and youth leaders are always
under scanner of the outfits, but the alertness from
forces have squeezed their space for direct outreach
and common attackings. Now
the ways for them to attack
have been lowered but taking
benefit from crowd, the public
gatherings terrorists in civilian
attire frisk inand mint their
i l l i c i t des igns by so f t
targetings, with the help of
small fire arms. Consecutive
attacks give more evidence of
fear spill which at root level is
aimed at narrowing the space

for loud voices of the respective areas. This inturn
hampers the developmental process due to which
hopelessness has significantly rose up. Also the
prosperity among masses gets hard hit that leads to
slow process of radicalization. The process keeps on
toling in undue manner which at some instant come
out as an outrage against elected goverenment
formation, thus in a steady way terror organizations
intrude into our lives and disrupt the normacly and
peace completely. The congruence in the attacks
on civilians have burnt the space that ensured the
opinion sharing few years aback. Brave hearts are
gunned down brutally on roads, near houses

intensely in public places
maintaining the highest level
of fear among masses to
disturb the relationship with
security forces. Hence a gap
h a s c l e f t i n b e t w e e n
commoners and saviours of
nation not due to any
animosity but due prevaling
situation created by off-shoots
of Pak-sponsored agencies.

The congruence in the attacks on
civilians have narrowed the space

that ensured the opinion sharing few
years back. Brave hearts are gunned
down brutally on roads, near houses,

intensely in public places,
maintaining the highest level of fear

among masses to disturb the
relationship with security forces.

SRINAGAR CITY LOSES PDD EMPLOYEE,
MOHAMMAD SHAFI TO BULLETS OF TERRORISTS
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A part from two killings in a single day armed
terrorists hurled a grenade at CRPF bunker near
Oxford School road area of South Kashmir's
Anantnag district. However in the attack nobody was
injured. These grenade attacks are mostly
undertaken by the bike borne miscreants, who take
benefit out of the locals walking across the busy
streets. The coward terrorists
violate humanitarian laws and
cause huge disturbance to the
shop owners and poor vendors
whose earnings are directly
dependent on rush in the
markets. Due to incompetency
to cause misery to security
agencies terrorists find the way
of attacking pickets and police
parties as an opportunity to
mainta in their presence.
Meanwhile, the alert forces are

always ready to tackle the situations with great valor.
Every month grenade attacks are faced by our
security forces yet the confidence to deal with rogue
forces is seen atop.

Terrorists also target local representatives-
panches, sarpanches, and youth leaders, while
maintaining a gap from them to avoid the arrest by

forces performing their duties
on nook and corners of the
valley floor for law and order
maintenance which is found at
risk concerning multiple off-
shoots of the terror sponsors.
Although the motivation behind
these destructive acts is obvious,
but exploitation in religious
teachings has worsened the
condition by a large scale.

Short of confidence due to
consistent elimintion of so
called Gazis, Jihaadi nexus
finds it hard to break the

security cover thus resort to safe
method of lobbing grenades on

security forces and innocent
Kashmiris irrespective of their
innocence, gender and age.

TERRORISTS TARGET CRPF BUNKER

IN GRENADE ATTACK
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On October 5, in a deplorable act of violence
Mohammad Shafi Lone was killed in Bandipora. The
killing was third incident of terror in a single day. In the
trio incidents, terrorists target killed two innocent
Kashmiris and a non-local street vendor from Bihar,
sending a deep shock down the spine in all sections of
Kashmir valley; especially the non-Muslim
community witnessed it as a whistleblower, purveying
the reports about possible attacks on them. In
Srinagar, famous chemist Makhan Lal Bindroo,
owner of a famous clinic 'Bindroo's' was also shot
dead. Meanwhile, in another terror incident near
Madina Chowk Lalbazar area, terrorists brutally killed
a non-local (street hawker) identified as Virender
Paswan resident of BhagalpurBihar.

Multiple aims lie behind the scene of these
targeted killings. One, creating a climate of fear to
deteriorate peace of valley and
hurdle the investors to spend in
the industrial sector. Two,
countering the narrative of
government regarding the post-
ar t ic le s i tuat ion, though
agencies reached the point that
normalcy had returned, and a
dip in terror incidents was
claimed, but the recent attacks

were focused to topple all audacious claims of
government.

Adding fuel to the problem, the basic paradox of
Article 370 was thrown into debate of terror heads
which culminated with multiple results, some
asserted assassination of non-locals could free the
occupied spaces and some had built the opposite
narrative to counter the emerging peace post
abrogation of article 370. It is relevant tomention that
an article of Indian constitution was a candy around
which multiple state and non-state actors buzzed in
their respective styles.

A nationalist voice has longer been silenced by the
radical section of the society; the local
representatives whose single aim remains prosperity
and development of the society are eliminated
because they envision the peace of the area in

democracy. And their killing
suffocates the believers in
constitutional remedies and of
those being taught about
moderation and nation building.
Such grave human rights
violations by terrorists are
willfully designed to facilitate
uncertainty and to achieve the
pre-plannedgoals.

Violence from barrel of guns
has resorted to killing of
locals, non-locals and
persons from minority

community as well. However,
the nationalist voices seem to
be the priority of terrorists.

SUMO ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT SHOT DEAD

BY TERRORISTS IN BANDIPORA

SUMO ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT SHOT DEAD

BY TERRORISTS IN BANDIPORA
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Sixty-eight-year-old Makhan Lal Bindroo was shot
at by the assailants from point-blank range while he
was at his pharmacy dispensingmedicines.

He received four bullets and was declared brought
dead at SMHS hospital. A famous chemist in the
area, Bindroo had been operating his pharmacy in
Srinagar for many decades and was also well known
for his philanthropicworks.

A Kashmiri Pandit, Makhan Lal Bindroo, was one
o f t h e f e w f r om t h e
community who did not
migrate out even at the onset
ofmilitancy in 1990.

He stayed back along with
his wife to continue operating
his business which grew to
become a trusted name in the
city for quality medicines.As
an intrinsic part of the
Kashmiri Pandit community,
he will never die from the
remembrances of the people.

Shraddha Bindroo, daughter of Makhan Lal Bindroo
in conversation with media said that her father may
have died but his spirit would always live on. "My
father was a fighter, he always said �I�ll die with my
shoes on' she further added,

�You can kill one person, but you can�t kill the spirit
of Makhan Lal. Whoever shot dead my father, come
in front of me. My father gave me education, while
politicians gave you guns and stones. You want to

fight with guns and stones?
That is cowardice. Al l
politicians are using you,
c ome and f i g h t w i t h
education�

Over the past three
decades the Kashmiri society
has been subjected to
undergo a difficult phase of
death, destruction and a
denial of obligatory space
which complicated the overall

The congruence in the attacks on
civilians have narrowed the space

that ensured the opinion sharing few
years back. Brave hearts are gunned
down brutally on roads, near houses,

intensely in public places,
maintaining the highest level of fear

among masses to disturb the
relationship with security forces.

OWNER OF BINDROO MEDICATE SHOT DEAD
IN IQBAL PARK SRINAGAR
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situation of Kashmir.The targeted
killing of Makhan Lal Bindroo was a
worst attack on the ethos, the cultural
fabric of the valley. There are around
808 Pandit families in the valley and
gunning down of one prominent
member is direct assault on all of them.
Assailants aim at cutting the historical
and sacred thread of Pandit - Muslim
brotherhood, which is the very essence
of the Kashmiriyat. The following attack
was one major incident on Pandit
community after 18 years, the last
attack was documented in 2003, Nadimarg
massacre.

The essence of Kashmiriyat; tolerance, diversity
and harmonious co-existence has been put in
danger, also the crucial aspect of Kashmir�s syncretic
tradition and a journey of faith were wholly subdued
with the deadly ideology of terror organizations in
current time. All the Kashmiris should take strong
note of this targeted killing, and send a harsh note to

gun holders. The terrorists by executing such aghast
terrorist operations subjugate the rights of innocent
people who dream to have a Switzerland like Kashmir
by playing their role in bringing the normalcy and
prosperity to the paradise Kashmir. The perceptions
of violence have since long wanted that valley should
remain bloodbathed with terror incidents thus
preventing it to be prosperous andpeaceful.
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Just a day after the killing of three innocent
civilians, terrorist this time endlives of two builders of
the nation. The candles of enlightenment were
present in the school at the time when armed
terrorists barged inside, singled them out and killed
them brutally.The incident happened in Srinagar's
Idgah area in Boys Higher Secondary School Idgah.
The teacher died on the spot and the principal took
her last breath while on the way to the hospital.
Deepak Chand and Principal Supinder Kaur had only
last month been practising the national anthem. The
pride and patriotism instilled in the nerves, a song of
diversity as a single rainbow was what duo were
advising to their students. The killing of teachers is
gruesome attack on education system of the valley,
furthering this during the 90�s some 5000+ schools
including the prominent Pandit scholars, intellectuals
were assassinated to intentionally lower the quality of
education, and here also the prejudice of terror
organizations took arousal and hence took lives of
two teachers ofminority community.

These killings provide us two evidences to
suspect, one targeting of minority community,
second to weaken the belief and revival in reverence
for national entities. By elimination of these teachers

after lessoning their students of national symbols, the
puzzle clarifies the debate, why the duo were targeted
leaving the rest alive without any harm. The question
arises, why were the rest of teachers left unharmed?
Rogue forces wanted a communal tension to arise in
the valley that could fed their narrative, and
surprisingly no staff member would contact the
security forces and thus the whole Kashmiri society
failed in safeguarding the rights of the minorities.
Around twenty balance teachers of the school, so
called �architects of nation and belief� remained silent
and watched the slaughter as mute spectators. The
Hindu teacher and Sikh Principal were involved in
building

the multi-cultural, and multi-ethnic identity of the
valley that amounts to the real essence of
Kashmiriyat, but their assassination is a blot on the
liberty of civil society. The open killing of minority
based weavers of culture will have a long lasting, and
post-traumatic effects minds of more than 150
students. The teachers present in premises probably
have lost the right to be called as teachers, and the
collective shame should be their case.

The locality of philanthropic Principal was left in
deep shock while they heard of her killing, as 52 year

SIKH PRINCIPAL, HINDU TEACHER KILLED

INSIDE SCHOOL PREMISES

A SCAR ON RIGHTS OF MINORITIES HUMANITY OF THE MAJORITY
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old Supinder Kaur had
been an intrinsic believer
of Kashmiriyat. She had
recently bought a car to
drive her sons towards
school. Kaur had a deep
respect for all faiths and
for the same reason, she
mothered a Muslim
orphan girl in their
local ity. The locals
exchanged theirmiseries
with Supinder, such was
her sincerity towards the
neighborhood. Every
day her routine included
a share of love and affection for the Muslims living
around in the area. Though she had her two kids, but
she brought up three and more with her vast heart.
One Muslim orphan girl, whose deep emotional
connection with Kaur was rigid than her oen sons,
unfortunately she got orphan once again and has no
idea why her lovely mother was
killed. Her killing had a far-reaching
effect on the faith of brotherhood
among the majority-minority
sections in the valley. As a positive
indication of love, she would
repeatedly insist her relatives visit
Kashmir and explore the scenic
beauty here. Kaur represented the
whole minority in a meaningful and
inclusive way to the rest of the
country.

Deepak Chand, whose 3-year-old
daughter had insisted him not to go,
is distraught now. While his father�s
only crime was, he belonged to the
Hindu community. For visiting
Kashmir innocent Kashmiri family is
now in a pall of gloom. Every section
of society condemned the killings,
including EJAC, Kashmir Chamber
of Commerce as well. Similarly,

terror outfits have been
focusing on retarding
the expansion education
s y s t e m a n d
development in the
industrial sector of the
valley. These incidents-
the killing of Sikhs and
Pandits as identified
from last week, has
r e t a i n ed f e a r and
s u s p i c i o n i n s a i d
communities. As such,
these incidents replicate
day by day, involving
gross human rights

violations, curb of freedomanddevastationof peace.
This is an attempt to disintegrate and harm the

basic fabric of Kashmiri society and essence of
Kashmiriyat that they are bringing a Pakistani culture
of violence against the Non-Muslim members of
society.

The killing of non-muslim teachers is an
attempt to disintegrate and harm the basic
fabric of Kashmiri society and essence of

Kashmiriyat, that they are bringing a Pakistani
culture of violence against non-Muslim

members of society.Thus the whole Kashmiri
society failed in safeguarding the rights of the
minorities. Around twenty balance teachers of
the school, so called �architects of nation and

belief� remained silent and watched the
slaughter as mute spectators.
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OnOct 8, terrorists lobbed a grenade at a security
forces bunker in the Safa kadal area of the city. In
another incident two cops were injured after armed
terrorists fired upon a police party in the Manzgam
area of Kulgam district on Saturday, Oct 09. The
cycle of violence continues in the valley with a new
routine, hurling of grenades, mine blasts and
targeted killing incidents. The social fabric of
Kashmiri society is next in target, as such Sikh and
Pandit communities stand perforated by the exposed
crime of terrorists. The conflict is
gripping the Kashmiriyat within
terrorism's hole and disgruntling
the multi-cultural identity of the
valley, alienatingminoritiesmore
from the ambit of brotherhood.

As the grenade was lobbed,
the window panes of the vehicle
sooted like smoke and charcoal.
The damage to public and
government property is one
portion of the plan to frustrate
the people with the present

government, as a common man finds no time in
unlocking the deadly plans of terrorists. The
unhappiness, growth in violence ultimately result in
disaffection with the government, which later on
culminate with the unexpected unrests like the
instances of the recent past. The LG said, while
addressing the police commemoration day parade at
the Armed Police Complex: �attempts are being
made Pakistan to disrupt the process of peace and
development in J&K. our brave security forces will

neutralize every terror threat.�

Kashmiris are suffering from
a trauma of these daily attacks
years, no dusk arrives without
causing miseries to the innocent
people. The paradise is burning
for irrational gains. Spate of
killings of civilians in recent days
has again led to unease,
particularly among the religious
minorities.

By throwing grenades on
security forces which are easier
to carry, terrorists please their
masters sitting in cozy rooms in
Pakistan. Our sleep is possible

with their vigilant eyes
prowling for the enemy and the
prosperity culmination of their

endless sacrifices

TERRORISTS THROW GRENADE

AT CRPF BUNKER IN SRINAGAR

TERRORISTS THROW GRENADE

AT CRPF BUNKER IN SRINAGAR
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Armed terrorists shot dead two non-local persons
in the Srinagar and Pulwama districts of central and
southKashmir respectively onSaturday 16Oct.

The terrorists fired upon the non-local Sageer
Ahmad of Saharanpur UP, near Litter Pulwama in the
evening and killed him in cold blood. Sageer a
carpenter by profession was immediately moved to
the hospital where he succumbed.With a wish to take
out the family from poverty he had come to Kashmir.
The killing came in less than an hour after unknown
gunmen killed a non-local street
hawker, Arvind Kumar Sah, near
EdgahPark in Srinagar.

Lieutenant Governor Manoj
S i n h a , CP I (M ) l e a d e r
Mohammad Yousuf Tarigami,
NC vice president and former
Chief Minister Omar Abdullah,
PDP Chief and former chief
minister Mehbooba Mufti,
People's conference and almost
every party condemned the
attack.

One wonders, what
could be the fault of poor

vendors who come from various parts of the country,
bear all hardships to earn livelihood for their families.
Killing them in cold blood is the brutal face of terror
organizations. The civilian killings are unforgivable,
mind less and high ly condemnable and
unacceptable, and this spree of innocent civilians is
unbearable.

These heinous attacks call for an unconditional
condemnation from both social and political forums
in the valley. Kashmiriyat can never be taintedwith the

blood of innocent and those
elements who covet to destroy
the historical ethos of Jammu
and Kashmir have undermined
the strength of our cultural roots
that are enshrined in a Sufi-Rishi
tradition. The fringe lobby can
never define the majority public
sentiment. Such killings pertain
to direct violation of human
rights, and this abuse is
extended propagation of
terrorism in valley.

The killings of non-locals by
terrorist groups are an attack on
rich cultural ethos, tolerance and
Rishi-Sufi tradition which has been
praised throughout the world. The
poor Biharis had come to valley
with hopes high to earn their

livelihood to support their families
and fight with the poverty but their
dreams were shattered and their

familes distraught.

TERRORISTS TARGET KILL TWO NON – LOCALS IN PULWAMA
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On 17 Oct, in Kulgam two
more non-locals were killed and
another injured at Wanpoh. The
duo Raja Reshi Dev and
Joginder Reshi Dev belong to
Bihar. Joginder Dev is survived
by his old mother, wife and three children. Chun
Chun Reshi Das received some injuries and was
immediately hospitalized. The valley has been
clouded with grief and dismay post assassination of
poor vendors who come to earn their livelihood.
Extremely callous new phenomenon of killing cycle
has upset the applecart. The attacks were intended
especially when high impact is needed by the terror
handlers. The impact needed at the initiation of the
campaign or impetus has started flagging red. The
so f t t a r g e t s w i t h l ow
investment risk become
necessary and minorities are
among the softest targets just
as another variety of people-
soldiers, policemenon leave.

Two aspects are important
in this analysis. First is the fact
that after the decisions of
August 5, 2019, when India
undertook a fresh robust drive
against terror and combined it

w i t h a s e r i e s o f o t h e r
cons t i t u t i ona l and l ega l
measures, the back of terror
networks was largely broken. The
most important of these
measures was the focus laid on

dismantlingmany networks which had thrived in J&K
over 30 years, and on which the terror industry
depended.

Day after day, the killings take a toll, due to which
an atmosphere of gun culture and fear culture are
taking boom. From the killing of teachers to non-
local laborers, the terrorists are trying to create fear
psychosis in the valley. The gruesomemurder of poor
vendors amounts to mere barbarism and utter
frustration of the terrorist groups. The terrorists are

turning the valley into a blood
painted state, where no
guarantee of the right to life is
exercised. Many of these
attacks have already damaged
the flow of tourists and
hampered the investors from
entering into the valley. KRF
strongly denounces the
barbaric attack on non-local
laborerswho lost their lives.

Famous for the name �paradise on
earth� poor vendors and labourers
visit valley for earning, that too
meagre- selling Gol gappas,

labouring hard through day and
night, while being some hundred

kilometers away from home. Killing
these innocent and poor vendors is

highest level of brutality.

TWO NON-LOCAL

LABOURERS KILLED,

ANOTHER INJURED

IN GANJIPORA

KULGAM

BY TERRORISTS IN ZAINAPORA, SHOPIAN
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On the morning of Sunday, Oct 24, one civilian
was killed near CRPF camp in Zainapora hamlet in
Shopian. The civilian identified as Shahid Aijaz from
Anantnag was killed in a firing initiated by terrorists at
the Babapora area of Shopian. Many such cases have
appeared before us, where innocent civilians were
targeted, for their walk on the streets. Unfortunately,
the lanes of Kashmir had been turned into a warzone
by armed organizations, which aim to disrupt the
peace and stability of the region. The intent of
terrorists is clear, sabotaging
all peacebuilding measures,
b a l a n c i n g t h e wo r s t
economy of the region. The
case arises if the economy of
the region is head-on, the
economies and shares of
t e r r o r a s s o c i a t i o n s
d i s g r un t l e , t h u s t h e
perpetuation in cases of
violence is a chain, that is
not allowed to break by
constant instigation of target
killings, grenade attacks
k i d n a p p i n g s a n d

threatening to Democratic actors. The greater
damage alots more power to terrorists in spread of
fear and alows them to succeed in their nefarious
plans. The very base of their nexus is fear, suspicion
and warning which prove out to be a working tool for
the parent organization like LeT, JeM, andout-shoots.
The killing of a youth delves the disaffection of people
into government formation, for many reasons, where
hopelessness is employed as a psychological tool.
For saving their lives terrorists normally target

innocent Kashmiris in order
to divert their attention from
the encounter sites. Here
also, masses sometimes
misinterpret their security
forces and show their
reactions, which in reality
provides terrorists a space
and base for evil, and
illegitimate activities. KRF
condemns the killing of a
gullible civilian, who left
beh ind a fami l y and
dependents.

The disregard of terrorists killing innocent
civilian in crowded place is a clear

indication of their capablity to resort to
collateral damage and blame on security
forces. Masses while falling in trap of
terrorists sometimes misinterpret their
security forces and show their reactions,

which in reality provides terrorists a space
and base for evil, illegitimate activities
and most importantly the time to elope

from the spot.

INNOCENT

KASHMIRI YOUTH

KILLED

BY TERRORISTS

IN ZAINAPORA,

SHOPIAN
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On the evening of 25 Oct, terrorists lobbed a
grenade towards security forces in Kakapora,
Pulwama district. The grenade was hurled towards
police station Kakapora, however, it exploded outside
and there was no loss of life or injury in the attack.
Grenade attacks are turning as a meek effective tool
by terrorists to avoid confrontation with forces. Upon
lobbing terrorists flee away from the spot, and hurl
the small explosive in their targeted direction. More
so, several lives are lost in these
terror attacks that have been used
as a tactic for the propagation of
fear and suspicion ultimately
resulting in the destabilization of
the economy, and harming the
peace process in Kashmir. The
damage is uncountable on either
ends, no introspection was ever
done by the terrorist groups to
reduce the activity and let the
people take a sigh of relief.

Themisery of people is even deeper, who lose their
bread earners, sons and daughters in deplorable acts
which are against the humanitarian law. The rogue
forces are prime cause of the underdevelopment and
loss of human resource. With the grenade attacking
we have lost a hugemajority who were highly capable
of changing the fate of Kashmiris. The doctors,
engineers, political scientists and politicians we lost
in the game of guns have deprived us of a potent

leader. The separatism would have
eliminated if a towering leader was
there to counter their ideology.

G r e n a d e a t t a c k s a r e
maintained as a consistent
maneuver of terrorism-related
ac t i v i t i e s , a vo i d i ng t he i r
traceability. The talk of concern is
c o n s t a n t h um a n r i g h t s
infr ingements by terrorists
through target killings, grenade
attacks and life threats.

Attack on police station is an
instance of highest degree of
terrorism. Rogue forces want
to worsen the law and order

situation of Kashmir to
perpetuate their unlawful

activities and forbid
Kashmiris of their rights.

TERRORISTS LOB GRENADE ON POLICE STATION

IN KAKAPORA PULWAMA
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In a low-intensity explosion, a woman among six
innocent Kashmiris were injured in the Sumbal area
of north Kashmir's Bandipora district on 26 Oct
2021.Upon investigation, hospital authorities
identified the injured as Mushtaq Ahmad Bhat of
Safapora, Tasleema wife of Abdul Hameed Malla of
Markundal, Faroz Ahmad son of Bashir Ahmad,
Mohammad Altaf of Maloora, Faisal Ahmad of
Safapora and Abdul Hameed Malla. Today marks the
historical event when the instrument of accessionwas
signed with the Indian Union by the Kashmiri leaders
way back in 1947, the explosion came on its
anniversary. As of now, six
homes are crying with utmost
suffering and this story goes far
beyond gr ie f and pain.
Terrorism has taken the
happiness of valley on a lease,
human r ights v io lat ions
i n t e n s i f y d u e t o t h e
repercussions of frustration in
t e r r o r o u t f i t s . T h e
developmental projects, drives
against corruption but this
continuity in terror activities

have driven the valley away from an investment
sector. The terrorist activities must be condemned in
one strong voice. A collective response is badly
needed to thwart the harm and destruction to human
resources and the economic stability of the valley.
The terror networks run by a plethora of over ground
workers (OGWs) help to shore up the terror. While
terrorists were regularly eliminated, these networks
thrived and continued to support the creation and
functioning of the replacements which were provided
by recruitment or infiltration. The networks also had
academic, financial, media, ideological and legal

linkages. Once the networks
got hit, the chances of revival of
terror started to dwindle. It is
important for the ISI to retain
these networks and back them
with intermittent high-profile
acts to project relevance of
separatists and terrorists.
High-profile acts are not easy
to come by with the dragnet
laid by the security forces.

Taregting innocent kashmiris
seems to have become a norm and
priority of the terrorist groups. The
economy from sufferings of people

is extracted by groups
operationalized from Pakistan and
people are left in utter pain. Many
people loose their body parts and

are hadicapped for lifetime.

GRENADE ATTACK IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR’S

BANDIPORA, SIX CIVILIANS INJURED



� 02 Oct 2021-
� 02 Oct 2021-
� 02 Oct 2021-
� 05 Oct 2021-
� 06 Oct 2021 -
� 08 Oct 2021-
� 08 Oct 2021-
� 08 Oct 2021 -
� 16 Oct 2021-
� 17 Oct 2021-
� 24 Oct 2021-
� 25 Oct 2021-
� 26 Oct 2021-

Majid, a strong believer of democracy killed
PDD employee, Mohammad Shafi killed in Srinagar
CRPF bunker targeted in grenade attack
Sumo Association president shot dead in Bandipora
Owner of Bindroo medicate shot dead in Srinagar
Sikh Principal and Hindu teacher killed inside school
Terrorists hurl grenade at CRPF bunker in Srinagar
02 cops injured in an attack in Pulwama
02 non-local laborers killed in Pulwama
02 non-local laborers target killed in Kulgam
Terrorists kill a civilian inShopian
Grenade attack on Police station in Kakapora
06 civilians injured in Bandipora after grenade attack

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR

Website-
Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN OCTOMBER 2021

1. There have been Twelve incidents of human rights violation by terrorists in Kashmir valley in the
month ofOct 2021.

(a) 06 Innocent citizens and02Security forces personnel suffered injuries during these attacks.
(b) 12 Innocent citizens lost their lives in terrorist violence in themonth ofOct 21.

12 11 06 Nil 02
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
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result of proxywar initiatedby Pakistanonour homeland.

KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.

We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced onmultiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research andhighlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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Mohammad Ibrahim was shot after terrorists fired
at him multiple times in the Bohri Kadal area of
Srinagar on evening of Nov 9. Ibraham Khan, a
resident of Bandipora worked as a salesman in the
shop of Roshan Lal Mawa who had returned back to
his native land after 29 years in 2019. The
motherland�s love brought him back to the valley
where the neighbors eagerly waited for his return.
Pandits had been a part and parcel of the Kashmiriyat
since the inception of the age old tradition. The two
communities were living in harmony until militancy
and lack of support from the locals resulted in large
scale exodus of Kashmiri Pandits. Of late it has been
quiet heartening to see the
revival of the bondage
b e t w e e n t h e t w o
communities. The links
b e t w e e n t h e t w o a r e
interwoven with love, affection
and deep respect for one
ano the r. Howeve r, the
g r u e s om e mu r d e r o f
Mohammad Ibrahim Khan by
terrorists has again jolted the
influx of Pandits to the valley.
Ibrahim was a sales assistant
in a shop owned by a Pandit.
T hough t h e Ka s hm i r i
Muslalmaans are fond of the
Pandit community and have
no enmity towards them, but

certain hardliner Kashmiris want to disturb the overall
environment of brotherhood.

It is noteworthy to observe that a Muslim sacrificed
his life for the Pandit, which the shop owner Sandeep
Mawa quoted in an interview with the media; Mawa
says �He sacrificed his life forme. Amuslim sacrificed
his life for a Hindu. He was a great soul.� The
Kashmiris need to stand up against the inhumane
approach of the terrorists as also need to voice their
collective opinion against the terrorists. These
inimical elements have always disturbed the
communal harmony. All the communities Muslim,
Hindu, Christian and Sikh will have to collectively

fight this trend of cutting the
basic fabric of Kashmiriyat.
Terror outfits have recently
intensified their operations in
v a l l e y t o de s t r o y t h e
development and peace
process in the valley. The new
economic projects introduced
in valley are bringing back
prosperity to the valley.
Attacking the shopof a

Pandit businessman is
aimed at disrupting the
economic process of bringing
back development to the
valley.

An inspiring example of trust and
faith. Terrorists aimed their guns at

the Pandit shop owner but the
Muslim salesman instead took the
bullets on his chest. Such incidents
solidify the spirit of Kashmiriyat

even more.

MUSLIM SALESMAN TO

A PANDIT FAMILY

KILLED BY TERRORISTS

FOR DISPLAYING TRUE

KASHMIRIYAT
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In a gruesome grenade attack by terrorists, two
paramilitary personnel including two civilians
sustained injuries in the Palhalan chowk of Baramulla
on 17 November. The attack unfolded inside the
market on an open road and was aimed at
demoralizing and causing casualties to security
forces while embodying
an intention of instilling
fear among the masses
and restr ict ing their
m o v e m e n t a n d
bu s i n e s s e s t h e r eb y
endeavoring to disrupt the
economic revival in the
valley. These deplorable
at tacks of mindless
violence cause undue
hardships to the daily
wagers viz, tongas, carts,
street hawkers and small
business units,who are
forced to close making it

extremely hard for them to sustain their daily earnings
The labourers and small scale business are worst hit
given the attacks that occur in public places like
markets, roads etc. The security forces find it hard to
sieve the terrorists who exploit the shield and
camouflage of the local populace and perform

nefarious acts of violence.
This, in turn, affects the
freedom of the local
p o p u l a c e w h o s e
movement is hampered in
checkings and frisking at
some points due to civilian
attires put on by the
terrorists.

The people of Kashmir
need to rise to the
occas ion and show
solidarity by continuously
condemning these
dastardly acts of violence

GRENADE ATTACK IN PALHALAN,

2 CRPF, 2 CIVILIANS  INJURED

Terror attacks deny Kashmiris
Right to earn a decent

livelihood: A major infringement
on their basic rights.
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In an attempt to ensure more harm and suffering
to the people, terrorists lobbed a grenade in Eidgah,
Srinagar on 11 Nov in a heavily crowded area which
resulted in injuries to two pedestrians, identified as
Aijaz AhmadBhat and Sajad ahmadBhat, an off-duty
policeman. The attack was carried out near the
CRPF�s 161 battalion camp to show that the attacks
were actually caused out
against the security forces.

The aim of such attacks
around security contingents
is to instill fear inminds of the
l oca l s , who cons i de r
themselves safe in vicinity of
security forces. Terrorists are

now frustrated of the evolving normalcy therefore
target the areas which sensationalize these nefarious
designs. Our collective approach can undo many
such attacks. Towards this, it�s important that all
Kashmiris remain awake to this live and burning
issue. Unless the entire community stands up against
these violent acts, nothing much can do to improve

the terror situation in the
valley. Kashmiri citizensmust
immediately report to the
nearest SF post about the
presence of terrorists thereby
thwarting the nefarious
intentions of the terror
groups.

2 INJURED IN SRINAGAR

GRENADE ATTACK

Local Kashmiris must unite

and collectively condemn

such dastardly acts of

terrorists.
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Violence gripped the valley since the last few
months little more than the average attacks in the
past. A lot of blood was shed due to the violence
initiated by terrorists a cop of JK police was targeted
by a group of armed terrorists outside his residence in
Batamaloo, Srinagar. , 29,
Sustained bullet shots from point-blank range.
Ahmad, the lone breadwinner of his family is survived
by his wife, two children aged four and five and an
elderlymother.

The killing followed the valley vide condemnation
from all sects of political beliefs, who in strong words
termed it as a .

the Jammu
and Kashmi r Na t i ona l
Conference tweeted. LG
Manoj Sinha also condemned
the deplorable act of violence
against the slain police cop.

Unfortunately, the killing

spree has been stretched into this month as well,
while the killings had already tolled to dual numbers
in last month. These terrorist operations have frozen
movement of the local citizenry, thereby affecting
their daily lives. The killing thread mostly took place
during night hours and wee hours so that normalcy
gets disruptedduring the day time.

It may well be understood that violent ideology of
terrorists is only further taking away the perceived
support of the locals.

Thirty-four people, including shopkeepers,
political activists and policemen, have been killed in
this year. These violent acts end up disrupting the
development and peace process. There were some
50-violence related incidents in the city of Srinagar
alone. However, the killing of Tausif sent a shock

down the spine of family
including his two children.
This cold blooded killing
seems to be a perceived
message to the police forces
who are toiling hard to
eliminate the terrorism from
the valley. Notwithstanding,
police have now formulated
stringentmeasures to nab and
punish the terrorists.

Constable Tausif Ahmad

�dastardly act� �Unequivocally
condemn the cowardly & dastardly attack on 29-
year-old policeman in Batamaloo, Srinagar in
which he lost his life. No words of condemnation
would be enough! May
Allah grant him a place in
Jannat. Our hearts go out to
his family and friends at this
time of grief,�

Killing of Tausif is an act of
extreme cowardice. He was the
lone bread-winner of the family,

survived by an elderly mother, wife
and two-children. His killing

proves that terrorist outfits have no
proximity to local Kashmiris.

DASTARDLY ATTACK BY TERRORISTS TAKES LIFE OF

A LONE BREAD-EARNER OF THE FAMILY



� 07 Nov 2021 �

� 09 Nov 2021 �

� 11 Nov 2021 �

� 17 Nov 2021 �

Mohammad Ibrahim a Salesman
killed for his age-old loyalty to
the Pandit family at Roshan lal
Mawa.
Grenade attack leaves two
civilians and security forces
injured at Palhalan chowk of
Baramulla.
2 Pedestrians injured in
Srinagar grenade attack in
CRPF at Eidgah, Srinagar.
Dastardly attack by terrorists
takes life of a constable Tousif
Ahmad lone bread-earner of
the family at Batamaloo,
Srinagar.
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN OCTOMBER 2021

There have been three terrorist human rights violations in Kashmir valley in the month of
November 2021.

A) 06 civilians and02SFPersonnel suffered injuries during these attacks
B) 01 civilian and01 security personnel succumbed to injuries.

04 06 01 02 01
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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In an extremely outrageous act of violence and
cowardice, a bus carrying 25 security personnel was
attacked by three terrorists of JeM, resulting in injury
to policemen of which 2 achievedmartyrdom and 12
survived severe wounds. In retaliation one terrorist
who was shot managed to flee. The attack was
carried out at the Zewan area of Srinagar in evening of
December 13. During the attack, terrorists fired
indiscriminately at the vehicle of the 9th battalion
Indian Reserve Police (IRP) on Pantha Chowk-
Khonmoh road. Notedly, police had been the prime
target of terrorists for the last
fewweeks. In the last week two
policemen were assassinated
in cold blood by the terrorists
in Bandipora. The attacks on
police are the terrorism in
Kashmir is witnessing two key
shifts in pattern: J&K Police
have emerged as the prime
target and the main stage of

attacks has shifted from South Kashmir to Srinagar
city over the past few months. The official data from
2021 show that for the first time in a year, the number
of police personnel killed by terrorists has
outnumbered the collective toll of other security
personnel who were targeted in the Valley: 19 of the
27 killed.

Of the 40 security personnel killed in J&K this year,
20 are from the police. In 2019, of the 83 security
personnel killed in J&K, 11 belonged to the police.
And in 2020, there were 16 police personnel among

60 security forces killed by
terrorists in J&K. This shift is
sharp since it was in autumnof
2020 that the police had
declared Srinagar a militancy-
free district. But over the past
three months alone, it has
witnessed at least nine
gunfights in which 15militants
were killed. In early October,

TERRORISTS ATTACK POLICE BUS
AT ZEWAN, SRINAGAR,

8 COPS INJURED, 4 CRITICAL

The terrorism in Kashmir is
witnessing two key shifts in pattern:
J&K Police have emerged as the

prime target and the main stage of
attacks has shifted from South

Kashmir to Srinagar city over the past
few months.
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On December 19, terrorists fired upon an on-duty
policeman, Mushtaq Ahmad Wagay. However, he
received the bullet shot in his leg. Mushtaq who
worked as a washerman in District Police Lines
Pulwama received severe wounds in the attack by
terrorists. The innocent policeman assisted the fellow
personnel, he worked as a
washe r man and was
performing his duty while
being shot by the armed
terrorists.

Notedly, the elimination of
terrorists is continuing with
each passing day. The security

agencies are working day and night to ensure the
security of civilians, but terrorists propose their illicit
attacks out in wake of night hours � darkness,
cowardly groups to ensure their safety for fleeing.
The excruciating pain due to bullets is not new to the
security men including the civilian population, losing

lives, happiness from time to
time due to gross human
rights violation. Although the
alert forces keep thwarting
such vociferous attacks but,
OGW�s in normal attire are
hard to find.

two civilians were killed by militants in Srinagar
followed by a string of attacks in which three local
residents from minority communities and two
migrant street vendorswere killed.

The law and order situation in the valley has
seen a drastic improvement since Jammu and
Kashmir was absolved into Union territory. Centre's
direct hand on the departments curtailed corruption
to many degrees which stopped the growth of
terrorism for now. The hawala money supporters,

beneficiaries of the conflict economy have been cut
from the tail ends resulting in frustration of the terror
outfits. The samemoney which was circulated for the
growth of several other illegal activities witnesses
breaks due to stringent measures by the union
government. In the purview of these measures,
terrorists toil to disrupt the peace and normalcy in the
valley. The attack on policemen is an assault on the
face of Kashmir who any how safeguards the rights
andprivileges of theKashmiris.

TERRORISTS SHOT AT A POLICEMAN
IN PULWAMA

Mushtaq Ahmad Wagay, a washer
man fails to understand his fault for
which he was fired upon. The curse of
terrorism is damaging the normalcy

in the valley.
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On December 01, a traffic policeman who was
performing his duty in the Rajouri Kadal area of
Srinagar, was attacked upon by the armed terrorists
resulting his injury in the
deplorab le at tack. The
po l i ceman, Mohammad
Abdullah, was shot at by the
terrorists from close range
while he was on duty and had
been busy with the traffic
around. It was the time, when
terrorists found an opportunity
to killing him at point blank
range. Attacking a duty bound

discipliner is sheer injustice on the part of terrorists,
who always the motive of spreading violence
and hopelessness. Although it wasn�t the such single

instance of human rights
violation, but the alertness of
security forces thwart some
dozen such attacks every
month.

A stringent vigil by the
police has resulted in daily
attacks on policemen even on
their followers, or assistants in
the department.

have

Harming an innocent traffic
policeman repeats the story of
terror being pushed by the

armed terrorists as well as their
handler nexus.

MAN IN BLUE SHOT

IN RAJOURI KADAL,

SRINAGAR



Loss of human resource
show no cease, for this time,
terrorists attack a Police party
at Gulshan Chowk in northern
district of Bandipora. In the
lethal attack on 10th of Dec,
police personnel namely,
Mohd Sultan and Fayaz Ahmad lost their life. Taking
benefit of the cold and haze that had gripped the
whole valley, coward terrorists fired upon them froma
distance with the automatic weapons. Although,
along with the leadership elements - commanders,
trainers, role models - the SFs have also eliminated a
large number of terrorist cadres, resulting in a decline
in overall cadre strength. But still many new masked
faces- OGW nexus in a silent mode on payroll of the
Separatists perform the attacks around the valley
floor. It�s for the same reason, attacks being carried

out even after elimination of
the dozens of terrorists.

Since the last attack was
carried on the 24th of
November, and till this day a
lull was witnessed for certain
covetous reasons. However,

the attack came as a deceitful move from the terror
sponsors who broke the backbones of two innocent
and desperate families. Words fall short in sending
statement of condemnation for these dastard attacks
which aim at war mongering against alert forces. As
the terrorists are being swept in daily encounters
across the valley side, terrorists had hidden in furrows
to save their lives. People kept denouncing in harsh
words, the gross human rights violation, families
whose candles of hope were lit off with the roar of
guns, supplied by terror factory- Pakistan.
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2 POLICEMEN KILLED IN
TERROR ATTACK IN KASHMIR'S

BANDIPORA DISTRICT

Two more sons of nation lost lives
performing their duties for the

mother land- India.
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On Dec 22, an innocent Kashmiri, Rouf Ahmad,
45, was shot at by armed terrorists in the Eidgah,
Srinagar. Rouf worked as a property dealer. He was
fired upon near Merjanpora area of Srinagar. Rouf left
his house to buy biscuits for his five-year-old
daughter on Wednesday, December 23, evening. As
he walked along a vehicle parked on the roadside,
suspected terrorists fired multiple bullets. Some of
the bullets hit Rouf, injuring him fatally.

People nearby found him lying on the road in a
pool of blood. He was probably dead and someone
had put a shroud on his body.
Rouf�s tragic death spread
across the city, a pall of gloom
descended on the Merjanpora
locality. Hundreds of men and
women gathered at the
family�s residence, comforting

his inconsolablemother andwife, even as neighbours
started preparations for the last rites.

The deplorable act left onemore family in extreme
pain, the children in distress and the hunger of
terrorists fed with the blood on road. How tragic it

seems to kill a father of little
children, who remain waiting
for their father to come back
with the biscuits. But only
dead body of the father came
back home with blood stains
around.

�Why did you
leave me alone in this world, Rouf?� Shazia, his
wife, cried out in shock, as female relatives and
neighborhood women comforted her, �Who will
take care of your daughter and mother? Please
bury me in his grave. I don�t want to live any
longer.

Rouf Ahmad left home to bring
biscuits for the children, but armed
terrorists killed him on the road, and

only his body came back home.

CIVILIAN, SHOT DEAD
BY GUNMEN IN SRINAGAR
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Lamentable incidents reflect no cease in violence
and unrest, cutting the thread of normalcy from the
side of separatist cum supporter nexus. This time
terrorists kill an ASI Mohammad Ashraf in a public
place. The terrorists cowardly fired upon ASI
Mohammad Ashraf of Awantipora, leaving him
critically injured with two bullet wounds in the neck
and chest. Earlier today, an innocent civilian Rouf
Ahmad Khan, son of Mohammad Shafi Khan
belonging to Mirjanpora was blood loathed in
Nawakal, Srinagar on 22Dec.

There are several reasons behind the killing of
policemen and paramilitary
troopers. The evolving peace
continued with a sensual and
realistic consistency in the law
and order s i tuat ion of
Kashmir. Many incidents that
were repeated in the near past,
rest is history now. People have
showna diverse degree of faith
and trust in reforms of police

including the art of dealing with criminals. This
situation frustrates the separatist-supporter nexus
and results come before in installments like killing of
civilians and security personnel.

There have been a series of attacks on the
policemen in this month; six policemen were killed in
three attacks. The attack was condemned by LG
Manoj Sinha, Sajad Lone, Altaf Bukhari and former
chiefministerMehboobaMufti in strongwords.

ASI�s wife Gulshana couldn�t stop crying whole
sitting between mourners. ASI�s son Nadeem and
daughter Nazima had married just two months back

on the same day. The
childhood friend of Ashraf Dar
quoted him to be an extreme
down to earth man. Also 55
year old Dar was on verge of
retirement when he became
another victim of the rising
attack on policemen.

An extremely down to earth man,
Ashraf Dar was on verge of

retirement, while he fell victim to the
bullets of the terrorists. His son and
daughters had got married just two

months back on the same day.

KASHMIR BLEEDS WITH THE BLOOD OF
INNOCENT  POLICE OFFICER AND A CIVILIAN



Continuity in violence triggered by the Pak backed
agencies prolong to commit the human rights
violation in the Kashmir- this had been turned into
buffer zone as if some war game is being played. This
time also, violence caught two policemen in its pawn
on Dec 26, and left two of them injured in Pulwama.
The nefarious grenade attackwas carried by terrorists
riding bicycle. However,
security forces remain on
tiptoes in view of chill, as
winter clothes provide a cover
to the terrorists for safe
ca r r i age o f a rms and

ammunition. Immunity is entertained by the terrorists
of different groups who mostly, remain within the
lines of people. Thereby carrying forward the terror
incidentswhile seeing the opportunities.

This game of barbarity to cause gross human
rights violations is priority of terror's heads. It is the
reason for the failure of businesses and the loss of the

area's economy. Grip of
v i o l e n c e ha s l e f t t h e
tradesmen, laborers and
workers in distress which later
toll to unemployment, due to
these attacks.
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TERRORISTS HURL GRENADE
AT POLICE POST IN PULWAMA,

2 COPS INJURED

Attacking policemen is attempt at
disturbing the environment of peace
and normalcy in the valley by the

terror nexus.
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN DECEMBER 2021

There have been 09 terrorist human rights violations in Kashmir valley in themonth of
December 2021.
(a) 01 civilian and 06 SF lost life in the month of Dec 21.
(b) 01 civilian and 16 SF suffered injuries during these attacks.

07 01 01 06 16
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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� Mohammad Abdullah, a traffic policeman injured in Rajouri
Kadal, Srinagar

� 2 policemen, Mohd Sultan and Fayaz Ahmad killed in terror
attack in kashmir's Bandipora district

� Terrorists attack police bus at Zewan, Srinagar, 8 cops injured,
4 critical

� 1 Terrorists shot at a policeman in Pulwama
� Kashmir bleeds with the innocent blood of police officer ASI

Mohd Ashrad and a civilian
� Civilian Rouf Ahmad, shot dead by gunmen in Srinagar
� Terrorists hurl grenade at police post in Pulwama, 2 cops

injured

01 Dec 21 �

10 Dec 21 -

13 Dec 21 -

9 Dec 21 -
22 Dec 21 -

22 Dec 21 -
26 Dec 21 -
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On Jan 16, terrorists hurled a grenade on joint
patrol of police and CRPF in Saraf Kadal in Srinagar
district leaving a policeman and a innocent civilian
severely wounded. The injured
policeman Senior Grade
Constable Mehraj Ahmad of
police post Fateh Kadal,
Srinagar, received injuries on
left side of upper chest and
also in the left leg. An innocent
Kashmiri, namely Sartaj
Ahmed Bhat, son of Mushtaq
Ahmad Bhat of Saraf Kadal
was on routine walk also

became victim of the barbarity by the terrorists and
suffered injury to both legs andupper left chest.

These incidents are aimed to demoralise the
forces and to create fear in the
local populace, who enjoy
utmost liberty in the vicinity of
the security forces. Such
attacks are results of networks
working for inimical elements,
however our alert forces shall
neutralize such nefarious
designs like in the past.

Attack upon innocent Kashmiris by
the terrorists under guidance of their

handlers has become a norm to
continuously light up the dying cause
of theirs. These are visibly feeble last
attempts of the nexus as they surely
see the end to their three decade

long strategy.

TWO INJURED IN GRENADE ATTACK

BY TERRORISTS IN

SARAF KADAL, SRINAGAR
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On 18 Jan, armed terrorists
hurled a grenade at the Police
Control Room in Batmaloo,
Srinagar. However, no injury
was reported in the incident as
the grenademissed the target.
The attack took place around
7:45 PM in the evening and
was aimed to cause damage to
the security forces, placed in
the PCRSrinagar.

The aim of such attacks is
to instill fear in minds of the
locals and disruption of the
peace and harmony in the
valley. Keeping vigil on the
activities of the terrorists,

mostly from the jurisdiction of
the PCR, the attack was an
assault on the police eye. While
terrorists are frustrated due to
the stringentmeasures taken to
c a t c h t h e m , i t � s
understandable by the fact that
hammering policies to wipe out
the terrorism from valley is
triggering terrorists to plan
these dastardly attacks upon
the offices.

However, these don�t dent
the morale of the alert security
forces, which are always ready
to take down and track the
outnumbered terrorists.

Use of grenade indicates the fear
and lack of resolve in present

breed of terrorists and they have
minimal impact. It reflects on the
low quality of recruitment in the
terrorist ranks indicating the
failing appeal of the nexus.

TERRORISTS HURLED A GRENADE

AT THE POLICE CONTROL ROOM IN SRINAGAR
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Security forces were performing their duties in the
wake of the day, when terrorists hurled a grenade on
them, while deployed in Pulwama on 23 Jan
afternoon. Seeing the men on duty, busy with their
chores of the routine security clearance, coward
terrorists hurled a grenade
towards the party of the cops
deployed at the spot. In the
attack, two security forces
personnel were injured, who
were hospitalised later and
cared for thewounds received.

The attack having the intention to spread the fear
in the local population, in order to curb the
movement of the locals, going out for their daily
chores. These attacks act as a road block, hesitant of
their safety outside their homes.

Other roles of the attacks
include showing the presence
that they still exist, but they
vanish soon with the exercise
of will by the security forces.

The enemy of the valley and her
peace are mad at the pace of
development in the valley. It

goes against their fundamental
agenda of unrest and violence.

TWO COPS INJURED IN GRENADE ATTACK

IN PULWAMA
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A day ahead of Republic
Day celebrations terrorists
hurled a grenade towards
security personnel on the busy
Hari Singh High Street area of
the city. At least three persons
were injured in the terror
attack, including a police
officer and two women. A day
before Republic Day, terrorists
planed to sabotage the
celebrations.

Notably, the eve of Republic
Day is special for the peace-
loving people of the country,

and terrorists play with human
rights and are manipulated by
the Pak agencies from time to
time around such occasions.
The attack lef t people
wounded and caused damage
to property which is a denial of
the basic human rights
guaranteed to every citizen of
the country. The terrorists
must be dealt with the harsh
laws as this has turned the life
of commonersmiserable.

Harming the innocent Kashmiris
around Republic Day is an attack to
undermine the constitution and

violate the rights of common citizens.
It is symbolic and perpetuated just to
draw attention. Harming innocent
civilians for such a purpose can only

be termed as barbaric and
uncivilised.

THREE CIVILIANS INJURED IN GRENADE ATTACK

IN HARI SINGH HIGH STREET, SRINAGAR

THREE CIVILIANS INJURED IN GRENADE ATTACK

IN HARI SINGH HIGH STREET, SRINAGAR
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In yet another violation of human rights, a police
head constable was shot dead by terrorists in South
Kashmir's Hassan Pora, Bijbehara. Head constable
Ali Mohammad Ganie was shot at around 5:35 PM
near his residence at Hassan Pora in the Bijbehara
area of Anantnag. Terrorists violate human rights on
daily basis dooming the lives of the families in the
Kashmir region. Though security forces keep
thwarting the attacks, a small ratio of the population
which fall prey to the terror agencies has a lifetime
blot with death of a familymembers.

Following the attack, local parties of the Union
Territory reacted and took to their Twitter handles.
People's Conference chairman Sajad Lone termed
the incident as 'senseless violence.

"Yet another gruesome act
of senseless violence. Ali
Mohd Ganie of JK police falls
to the bullets of violent thugs.
Salute his Sacrifice," Lone
said in a tweet

Apni party president Syed
Altaf Bukhari also condemned

the killing of the policeman and termed the attack as
cowardly and extremely heart-wrenching. Bukhari
asserted that violence holds no space or legitimacy in
any civilised society.

�Such acts have only worsened the collective
situation in JammuandKashmir for a long time now�
he said. He urged the government to disburse
adequate ex-gratia to the family of the slain
policeman besides putting forth efforts to impede
such heinous acts preemptively so that no precious
lives are lost.

These attacks won't lower the courage of security
forces or that of Kashmir to fight terrorism in the
valley, but shall consolidate their bravery to wipe out
the inimical elements even faster and harder. One

morning shall arrive, when all
such insecurities will vanish
and peace will be the only bell
in Kashmir. Our hopes are
high, that morning will soon
arrive, this grief laid hour won't
stay always.

Head constable Ali Mohammad
Ganie was an honest officer, who was

a father, a law protector and the
guardian of his children and family
members, who now are grief stricken.

HEAD CONSTABLE OF JKP SHOT DEAD

BY TERRORISTS IN HASSAN PORA, BIJBEHARA

HEAD CONSTABLE OF JKP SHOT DEAD

BY TERRORISTS IN HASSAN PORA, BIJBEHARA
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN JANUARY 2022

There have been 05 terrorist human rights violations in Kashmir valley in themonth of
January 2022.

(A) 08 civilians and 04 SF personnel suffered injuries during these attacks.
(B) 01 security personnel succumbed to the injuries.

05 - 08 01 04
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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16 Jan 2022 -

18 Jan 2022 -

23 Jan 2022 -
25 Jan 2022 -

Civilian and a policeman injured in grenade attack by
terrorists in Saraf Kadal, Srinagar.
Terrorists hurled a grenade at the police control room in
Srinagar.
Two cops injured in grenade attack in Pulwama.
Grenade attack by terrorists on security personnel in Srinagar
onRepublic-Day eve.

· Head Constable Ali Mohammad Ganie, JKP, shot dead by
terrorists inHassan Pora, Bijbehara.

29 Jan 2022 -
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O n F e b 0 1 ,
po l i c eman Shab i r
Ahmed went to offer his
obligatory prayer inside
a local Masjid in his
locality of Ashmipora,
Shopian. He finished his
prayers and passed few phrases with rest of devotees
and was preparing to return back home.
Unfortunately, as he was about to return, a group of
terrorists who had been
f o l l o w i n g h i m ,
indiscriminately fired resulting
in Shabir sustaining severe
injuries. Notedly, the locals
w e r e f r i g h t e n e d t o
immediately evacuate him. It
must be noted that such
elements have proven out to

be the main cause of
d i s t u r b a n c e a n d
creating fear psychosis
in the populace. In the
purview of these attacks
not only the victim
receives bruising ordeal

but the local masses in vicinity are also victimized.
The impact of the incident leaves a long lasting fear in
the minds of the people. These selective incidents of

terror deem fit to a inimical
plan of spreading fear in
government officials who are
dutifully discharging their
duties in national interest.
Police being the first line of
defence for the locals is facing
wrath of the terrorists.

POLICEMAN INJURED IN

TERROR ATTACK IN SHOPIAN

Shabir's death was mourned
throughout the whole village.
He was helpful to everyone in
their worst times and helped
people financially as well as

emotionally.
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On Feb 12, terrorists hurled a
grenade upon the 'Naka' (patrol) near
Nishat Bagh, Bandipora. Constable
Zubair Ahmad Shah was also part of the
patrol party and was dutiful ly
discharging his duties by providing a
safe environment to the locals, since he
also belonged to the same area. He felt
solace and comfort while serving the
people of his native area; his confidence was high
protecting his people, helping them out by pushing
the cart of an old street hawker. Zubair was
purchasing fritters from a grayish haired Baba, just to
help the poor hawkers to generate some revenue.
However, the hatred for Khaki in vessels of the
terrorists ensured his doomsday. In the attack, Zubair
lost his life and the other three cops Constable Mohd
Shafi, Constable Rayees
Ahmad and Constable Mohd
Yasir received splinter injuries
in their legs. Shockingly
terrorists would accept a rapist
but not an angel in uniform to
safeguard the people. The
prejudice for uniform comes

from the fact that, the interests of
terror outfits are largely limited by
the police forces.

Bandipora had already lost a
significant number of security
personnel in recent months,
leveraged with by the Terror
Revival Front with hybridized
networks. These incidents are

coinciding when the developmental initiatives,
rehabilitation policy, infrastructure development and
the delimitation exercise in valley have been put into
place. The terror outfits have come into broader
spotlight recently, after it claimed killings of civilians
belonging to the minority communities in the first
week of October. Their aim is to generate the home
grown resistance against the proper governance that

was successful in preventing
various crimes in the Union
Territory. While the outside
wor ld may v iew these
incidents as isolated ones,
however it has disturbed the
h a r m o n y am o n g t h e
communities.

ONE POLICEMAN KILLED, 04 INJURED

IN GRENADE ATTACK IN BANDIPORA

Zubair Ahmad being a local always
drew solace and comfort while

serving the natives of his area. In
one such incident while he was

helping an old street hawker to push
the cart, he was mercilessly shot.
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On Feb 17, a group of terrorists, hurled a grenade
on the CRPF party deployed at Keegam in Shopian.
The failed attempt resulted in no loss to life. The
number of attacks had drastically reduced in the last
two months as compared to the preceding period.
The peace and stability were possible with the
extreme sacrifices of the
security forces, who keep vigil
on the lanes, forests and ensure
that normalcy returns to earliest
to the valley since the same
shall bring economic prosperity
in the valley.

Such tricks are the failures of terror
organizations, moreover it validates the fact that
designs to create instability in the region has been a
talk of past now.With the larger involvement of public
in vanishing out the inimical elements, the peace has
been restored. The investment is coming in the state

now. However, it must be
understood by the locals that
prosperity would only return
to Kashmir once the region
remains stable andpeaceful.

GRENADE ATTACK ON CRPF VEHICLE

IN SHOPIAN, NO LOSS OF LIFE

Alert security forces once again
survived a grenade attack aimed
at destabilizing the peace process

in the valley.
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Friday, Feb 18, people were busy with daily
businesses in the openmarket area of Khawaja Bazar,
Srinagar. All people had their hand tied with phone,
and eyes set on their commodities to be bought. In
the same area CRPF troopers performing their duties
with their helmets puts on. Out of nowhere two
terrorist came closer, lobbed grenade, and fled away.
Soon the glass slab of the shop broke down into
shards, and splinters of the grenade wounded many.
In the attack of terror, two shops were damaged, one
policeman received injuries
and three innocent Kashmiris
were grievouslywounded.

This trend to harm the
innocent population is as old
as the conflict of Kashmir. It
had charged a considerable
amount of heads, a huge

number of legs and took away happiness from the
homes. The planners of these attacks know well, how
a large impact of the incident could be created. In that
context, they first choose area of high impact,
providing them an immunity to run away and mark
their presence. The challenge remains for the
security forces, to distinguish between a terrorist and
an innocent local as the attires worn by locals are near
similar. Hence it is important for the locals to
understand why deliberate frisking is required. The

suffocation of the people
increases with checking's
though for the security,
weighing a positive tactic for
terrorists, as their intention of
causing suffering to the
innocentKashmiris ismet.

GRENADE ATTACK IN SRINAGAR

LEAVES 4 PERSONS INJURED

The suffocation of the people
increases with checking's though
for their security, weighing a

positive tactic for terrorists, as their
intention of causing suffering to the

innocent Kashmiris is met.
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On the evening of February 28, terrorists shot at
police officer deployed with Anti-Corruption Bureau,
leaving him critically wounded. The attack was
carried out while Sub-Inspector Firdous Sheikh
finished his prayers and he stepped out of the local
mosque. In the attack, he
received bullet injuries in his
neck. Firdous Ahmad is a
resident of Dhobi Mohalla,
Batamaloo.

Firdous had sturdily
carried out numerous raids in
different locations of the valley
to nab officers involved in
corruption and malpractices.
The officer gained significant

image in the department by arresting saboteurs, who
often remained at sway. He would find out the
connivance between various corrupt elements in a
distinct manner. These sort of sincere officers are a
big asset for government as the administration is able

to weed out the malpractices
in various sector.

T h e q u e s t i o n s
remains: How long shall
honesty pay the price of life to
these terror outfits? It is a
question that need to be
answered, and probably the
solution lies in collaborative
efforts of the society and the
government.

POLICE OFFICER, ANTI-CORRUPTION BUREAU,

SHOT AT IN BATAMALOO, SRINAGAR

Honesty has paid a huge price in
valley to ensure peace, stability,
rule of law and justice to prevail.
However, it won't desist the office-
bearers to fight along. Firdous

Sheikh's case is an eye-opener for
the supporters of separatism.
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SUMMARY OF

TERRORISTS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

IN FEBRUARY 2022

There have been four incidents of Human Rights Violations by terrorists in Kashmir
valley in themonth of Feb 2022.

(A) 01 SFpersonnel succumbed to his injuries during themonth.
(B) 02 civilians and 03SFpersonnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

05 - 02 01 04
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured
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One policeman injured in terror attack in Shopian
One policeman killed and four injured in Bandipora terror
attack
Grenade attack on CRPF in Shopian, no loss of life
Terrorists lob grenade in Khawaja Bazar, Srinagar, four
injured.
Police officer of Anti-Corruption Bureau, shot at in
Batamaloo, Srinagar
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